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Dear Freyan,
Thank you for a very good 
Parsi Times Jamshedi 
Navroze issue. 
It is truly a collectors, issue 
and worth keeping for its 
wealth of information. 
I especially want to thank 
Dasturji Ramiyar Karanjia 
on his simple but beautiful 
explanation of Humata, 
Hukhta n Hvarshta. Surely 
it will help us to follow 
the good path with more 
understanding. 
‘The Roj days’, Mushkel 
Asaan, etc.  also made good 
reading. 
Kudos to you and your Team. 
Keep up the good work!

Jasmine Mistry

Dear Editor,
As everyone in the 
Community is aware there 
have been many gahambars 

(Community feeding) 
organised by philanthrophic 
parsees and it seems to be the 

avour of the season of late.
A friend of mine requested 
me to attend one such event 
and told me that he has got 
free tickets for the same.
He assured me that it was 
open to all Parsis/Iranis and 
not only for the needy ones. 
Having never attended such 
an evening, I decided to 
accompany him to Albless 
Baug on Sunday, 18th March 
2012.
We reached at around 8.15 
p.m. and I could see hordes of 
people coming out of the baug 
who had already nished with 
the free dinner. We managed 
to enter the compound which 
was jampacked with close to 
4000 Community members.
Except for a very few, all were 
dressed in their sunday best 
and were well heeled, with 
out ts costing thousands 
of rupees as if they were 
attending a private wedding 

and also the fact that they 
could spend a couple of 
thousand or more on a single 
meal alone. The entire road 
and the Hinduja college lane 
was jampacked with modern 
cars of these people who had 
alighted for this free meal!
Inside, on the stage there 
was an orchestra belting out 
old Hindi songs and a few 
Community songs and the 
artistes were making a good 
attempt to keep the crowd 
entertained.
Surprisingly a large number 
of youngsters who were not 
in need of a free meal were 
also present. The large crowd 
was hell bent on nding a 
seat so their free meal was 
assured. Obviously that was 
the sole purpose! Seeing such 
a large crowd, my friend and 
I decided to wait. It was quite 
shocking and also amusing at 
the same time that the well to 
do Parsees were standing for 
a full 45 minutes behind the 
earlier diners to grab their 

seats only for a free meal. 
There were some heated 
arguments also over who had 
reached the dining table rst.
Finally, we could manage to 
get two seats on the otla to 
participate in the gahambar. 
A plastic plate which was 
greasy and not cleaned after 
previous use was placed 
before us. There was only a 
single serving (remember it is 
free) of the food with limited 
dishes and both the chicken 
gravy and masala dal having 
copious amount of water 
in them. Even the Queen of 
caterers could not cope up 
with the huge crowd that 
wanted to gorge on the free 
feast which actually turned 
out to be a most ordinary 
spartan meal and an insult to 
the people invited.
With nothing to look forward 
to, we decided to have our 
supper at Jafferbhais instead!
So this was my rst and 
possibly last visit to a free 
gahambar. We did not even 

see the face of the gracious 
host and sponsor of the feast 
who possibly ended with a 
few hundred hungry guests 
and a food bill running into 15 
to 20 lakhs of rupees! 
This is an absolute careless 
waste of resources of both 
food and money and this idea 
does not serve  any purpose 
of Community service as even 
the well- off parsees joined 
in the feast. The pleasure of 
eating ”Patra nu Bhonu” is 
also lost with a sea of people 
standing right behind you 
throughout  your meal, so 
that they can grab the seat the 
moment it gets vacant. Even a 
very reputed caterer could not 
handle the barrage of Parsees 
- rich and poor who could not 
resist an opportunity to have 
tasty food for free.
If at all such a feast is to be 
organised by well- meaning 
donors, it should be made 
amply clear that it is meant 

Dear Readers, 
There are traditions that get passed on into our generation by habit. Like the irrational obsession with crisp folding and sorting of 
clothes. You grumbled right through your teens when the cupboard ‘wasn’t clean enough’ for your mum…but hang on!…. Aren’t you 
folding while we are chatting! 
There are some things that take a special effort to pass on… things that are reserved for special occasion, like stories of your ancestors, 
family heirlooms and wisdom. 
The weekend before Navroze, the family Malido Recipe made its way down to my cousin and I. We slaved over the stove, grumbled at the 
heat and took lovely Chai breaks while following a recipe under the guidance of my Grand Aunt (her Grand Mother). 
And while I was laboriously churning and churning the kilos of Ghee (a serious Health Advisory here!) and Mava and what not… I realized 

that this wasn’t just a recipe for the books, this was one in a host of recipes in the longevity and survival of my family pride. Years after this moment, this 
recipe will stand for a tradition of our Heritage. It will be the special recipe that outdoes any other Malido to the kids, simply because it was made at home 
(just like it does for me today!). 
Each household savours and favours different habits. What is a common daily task within some walls is a special occasion somewhere else.  Whatever the 
case, identify a tradition that is not only about Parsi-panu but about your own family and celebrate it as much as you can! 
I hope Navroze was a blast for everyone. The Parsi Times Team really thanks you all for the wonderful wonderful cards and wishes! 
Cheers 
Freyan
freyan@parsi-times.com

Contd. on Pg. No. 3
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only for poor Parsees who 
cannot afford high quality 
food. With the well’off 
Community members 
themselves eating into the pie 
in such large numbers, what 
purpose did this Gahambar 
serve is a question that 
remained to be answered.
Rather, the donors and 
sponsors having additional 
funds at their disposal, should 
put them to more purposeful 
use, such as helping the 
aged and homeless or 
providing free medical care 
and educational aid to the 
most needy members of our 
Community. This is money 
literally down the drain the 
next morning!
I am sure that the Poonawallas, 

Meherjis and other future 
sponsors shall take note of my 
humble request!

Yours faithfully,
Peshotan H. Patrawala.

Dear Freyan,
Long since, we needed an 
Editor like you, and I and 
many like me are proud to 
have you, especially that 
you are a lady. The allround 
news in Parsi Times is very 
informative and also brings us 
closer to our Community as 
was not before. Chota Baba’s 
“Mara Mamaini Musafari” 
is very enjoyable. My sister 
Bachoo looks forward to your 
issue and reading laughs for 
head off.

Thanking you and wishing 
you lots of success.

Kolly P. Khodaiji

4(11). O Maker of the 
material world, thou Holy 
One! If in the house of the 
worshipper of Mazda, a dog 
or a man happens to die, and 
it is raining, or snowing, or 
blowing, or it is dark, or the 
day is at its end, when ocks 
and men lose their way, 
what shall the worshipper of 
Mazda do?
5(14). Ahura Mazda 
answered: ‘The place in that 
house whereof the ground is 

the cleanest and the driest, 
and the least passed through 
by ocks and herds, by the 

re of Ahura Mazda, by 
the consecrated bundles of 
Baresma, and by the faithful :-
8(18).  On that place they shall 
dig a grave, half a foot deep 
if the earth be hard, half the 
height of a man if it be soft; 
[they shall cover the surface 
of the grave with the ashes or 
cowdung]; they shall cover 
the surface of it with dust of 
bricks, of stones, or of dry 
earth.
9(21). ‘And they shall let the 
lifeless body lie there, for 
two nights, or three nights, 
or a month long, until the 
birds begin to y, the plants 
to grow, the hidden oods to 

ow, and the winds to dry up 

the earth.
10(23).  ‘And when the birds 
begin to y, the plants to grow, 
the hidden oods to ow, 
and the wind to dry up the 
earth, then the worshippers of 
Mazda shall make a breach in 
the house, and two men strong 
and skillful, having stripped 
their clothes off, shall take up 
the body from the clay or the 
stones, or from the plastered 
house, and they shall lay it 
down on a place where they 
know there are always corpse-
eating dogs and corpse-eating 
birds.’   
Our Community members 
believe that according to our 
scriptures the only way to 

Contd. from Pg. No. 2
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Dear Parsi Times Readers,
I am sure a lot of Parsis 

do know about the existence 
of the Agyari, Dharamshala 
and Dhokma at Ajmer.  This 
is the only place furthest in 
Northern India that Parsies 
had built Dhokma and Agyari 
over some 110 years back.

There was a thriving 
population of Parsi 
Zoroastrian in Ajmer say 
about 75 to 80 families.  We 
had Dadabhai Colony of 30 
houses and a Parsi Chawl 
of over 40 houses.  Total 
population was well over 250 
persons.

Mostly all the families were 
employed in the Railways 
as the rst ever Loco and 
Carriage Railway Workshop 
made in India was at Ajmer. 
The B.B. & C.I. Railway being 
the oldest originated from 
Ajmer and a meter gauge 
line was laid from Central 
India to Bombay, due to fact 
that it was a very hilly, train 
from where the tracks passed.  
Other Parsie families were 
involved in business running 
huge departmental stores 
at Nasirabad – Kishangarh 
– Ajmer.   Had a lot of Parsi 
shops like wine stores, sports 
shop, general merchants etc.  
All the distillers of Rajasthan 
were run – some were owned 
and managed by Parsis 
– Udaipur – Kishangarh – 
Ajmer – Beawar – Jodhpur 

and Jaipur. 
 But Alas! Now after the 

turn of a century, we have 
only three families in Jaipur, 
two families at Jodhpur, 
one family at Udaipur 
and 9 families in Ajmer 
[approximately 25 people 
in all]. Mostly all are old 
and retired persons.  All the 
young persons have left for 
greener pastures as Ajmer can 
not offer them much.

We are trying our best 
to run the Agyari and 
maintaining the Dhokma 
with our meager funds.  All 
the buildings are very old 
and in bad shape.  Some 
of the walls are fallen, the 
roofs are leaking.  We do not 
have the money to repair 
and maintain the same.  The 
Agyari is running because of 
eight families’ co-operation as 
each family pays for one/two 
months Kathi amount.  We 
have a full time Dastur who 
performs all the ceremonies, 
the Muktad and day to day 
prayers.  He cleans the Agyari 
and has kept it in very good 
condition.  We manage with 
outside help for painting and 
repairs.

Unfortunately all our 
funds have dried up slowly.  
We are sending out an appeal 
to all the Generous Parsis 
Anjuman – Trust – Panchayat 
and individual for what so 
ever help they can send so 

that we  can stand on our feet 
for a ve or ten years.

 If help does not come then 
we may have to go to non 
Parsis with a begging bowl.  
This we do not wish or desire.  
So I hope help in the form of 
donation reaches us and we 
set our house in order.

Especially the Dharam-
shala made by Mrs. Alu Erach 
Sukhia in the memory of 
her late husband Mr. Erach 
Sukhia is in bad shape.  We 
do get a lot of customers / 
visitors because they nd it 
very cheap with our Dasturji 
and caretaker cooking and 
baking after them. But 
they all go to the Dargah 
of Khwaja Moinuddin and 
spend thousand there.  But 
unfortunately they do 
not put any money in our 
Dharamshala or Agiary ni 
Peti for funds.

I am sending this appeal 
to you to publish in the Parsi 
Times so that we can get some 
help. The amount should 
be sent to the President, 
Shri Ajmer Parsi Jarthosti 
Anjuman, “Alu Villa” Alwar 
Gate, Mayo College Road, 
Ajmer-305001.
Thanking you in anticipation.
Yours faithfully,
for Shri Ajmer Parsi Jarthosti 
Anjuman 
Maj. (Rtd.) Noshir K. 
Marfatia
President.

NOTICE
Agyari Dharamshala and Dhokma at Ajmer
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dispose off the dead body is 
by Dokhma system. This is 
half the truth.
The other half of the truth is 
that our scriptures prohibit 
the use of Dokhma system 
when there are no corpse-
eating dogs and corpse-eating 
birds. It recommends that a 
special temporary grave be 
made and the dead body kept 
there till one is sure of the 
scavenging animals and birds 
are present to eat up the body.
Will our  High Priests, the 
Trustees of Panchayets  and 
Anjumans and Parsis at large 
take note of the full Truth as 
given in the scriptures and 
stop this most unhygienic 
practice under the absence 
of scavenging birds? When 
will they stop defaming the 
religious scriptures to justify 
this most anti-social practice?
May I request you to pose the 
following questions to the 
Trustees of BPP and our Chief 
Priests:
1. On what basis are 

they insisting on the 
Community members 
to use Dokhma system 
otherwise the facility of 
Bungli at Doongerwadi 
is denied and even the 

nal funeral prayers and 
ceremony is denied?

2. Have any of them read 
Vendidad at all?

3. Denial of performing nal 
rites to those not opting 
for Dokhma--is it not a 
sheer blackmail?

Trust those elected servants 
of the Community (i.e. The 
Trustees of BPP) have the 
courtesy to respond to only 
these 3 questions.

Kersee Kabraji.

Dear Madame,
At the outset, please allow me 
to wish you, your entire team 
and the readers, a very happy 
Jamshedi Navroze.
I have been thinking of 
writing this article for a long 
time.
Since many months I have 
observed that in most ‘Parsi’ 
Gujarati news papers, the 
photographs or drawings 
of either our Prophet 

Zarathustra, Dasturji 
Kukadaru, Shaha Faredun, 
Lohrashp Padsha, Aatash 
with Afarganyu and the Asho 
Farohar are printed either 
alongside a religious article or 
in advertisements by patrons, 
especially more so, during 
Jamshedi Navroze and Parsi 
New Year seasons. 
One must be wondering, 
“What’s wrong with it. Such 
images have been printed 
since years.”
Now let me tell you why I feel 
differently. 
After reading a newsweekly 
or paper wherein such photos 
and images are printed, how 
many Parsis keep/retain such 
papers / articles for future 
reference or reading? May be a 
few. But the rest, I’m sure, sell 
them to the scrap merchants 
(Raddiwalas), don’t they? 
I have seen such papers at 
the scrap merchants’, where 
pages containing such photos, 
somehow detach and y from 
a pile of bundles that are 
loosely tied and subsequently 
end up in a muck on the road 
and get trampled underfoot 
by pedestrians. There have 
also been instances of such 
pages been used to wrap 
foodstuff like farsan, etc. 
that end up in dustbins and 
in worst cases, for packing 
waste matter like kitchen 
waste and thrown in garbage 
dumps. The raddiwalas are 
least bothered what the pages 
of a newspaper contains. Its 
only the weight and the cash 
they get in exchange for such 
waste, is what matters to 
them.
If you might have observed 
in the past, that even if a 
small negative article or 
misrepresentation of any of 
the Hindu idols is published, 
there is an instant uproar 
among their community. But 
we Parsis have a laid back 
attitude. “Java de ni, have 
kon maathaa fori kare.” (Let it 
be, now who’s going to wrack 
their head for it.)
There have been some 
instances wherein I have 
found the Asho Farohar 
symbol being used in some 
movies where a director 
wants to depict a part of some 
ancient history or a royal 

court on the sets of a lm 
and thus, the Farohar-like 
drawing or sculpture ends 
up as a backdrop behind the 
throne of a lmy king/villain, 
in who’s presence, scantily 
clad young females dance. 
And this is what most of us 
go to watch and enjoy.
On one hand, the orthodox of 
our community are ghting 
on the Dokhmenashin system 
where they don’t mind the 
corpses of our departed, rot 
under the failing system of 
the solar re ectors but seem 
to be blind enough to see and 
realize the glaring wrongs 
that we as a community 
have been doing since a very 
long time. Instead, they read 
their weekly papers with a 
lot of enthusiasm and after 
a fortnight or so, dump the 
old papers along with other 
rubbish like Annual Company 
Reports, Magazines, old used 
envelopes, etc. only to be 
disposed off to the raddiwala. 
It seems that the sense of 
observation and way of 
thinking of our Parsis have 
not only narrowed down but 
also limited to materialism, 
self-centerdness and laid back 
attitude.
In some Parsi households, 
till lately, our religious 
tenets were practiced and 
followed sincerely as far as 
possible, wherein a female in 
her periods is not allowed in 
the kitchen, near an alter or 
any such re-place and not 
even touch anything else. 
Even the trimming or ling 
of one’s ngernails was done 
in the con nes of a bathroom 
immediately followed by a 
head-bath. 
But all that is changing and to a 
very large extent, has already 
changed with the times, for 
the worst, with the result, we 
as a community, who claim 
to be very ancient among 
other communities, wise, 
highly religious, wherein our 
tenets and practices are super 
scienti c and far advanced of 
its time, etc. fail to see such 
simple yet crucial errors and 
stop them from repeating.
If one has to discuss or spell 
out everything in detail, 
then I feel one weekly paper 
wouldn’t be enough.

So now I hope that most 
readers will understand why 
I feel differently about it?
Respect your religion in 
every possible way. Observe 
things around you and don’t 
feel shy or afraid to correct 
yourself and/or stop anyone 
from committing a mistake 
even if done unknowingly 
or unintentionally. Only if 
you correct yourself rst, you 
will be in a position to correct 
others from going astray.
I end this article, with a 
request to you, The Editor, of 
Parsi Times but also to editors 
of other Parsi newspapers 
who, I’m sure, must be 
certainly reading Parsi Times 
every week, to think about 
my views and bring them into 
practice.

Yazdan Panahbad.

Dear Madam,
My name is Jimmy D. 
Siganporia.  I am a nobody; 
ie only a graduate from 
Usmania University having 
schooled in St. Joseph’s 
High School, Wadala, right 
through till my SSC (XI).  I do 
not claim to hold thorough 
or deep knowledge of our 
religion. However, I have one 
advantage and that is hands 
on practical knowledge.  In 
short I have voluntarily 
worked in our Dokhmas on 
more than ten occasions, both 
in Bombay and neighbouring 
Salsette, Thane, as well as 
outside Bombay like Navsari, 
Bangalore, Indore, Poona.
This letter I write with 
reference to your article of PT 
dated March 10, 2012 reg. ”An 
unfortunate incident”. Rest 
assured, our Dokhmenashini 
system is, without doubt - 
and you are hearing it from 
the horses mouth - the The 
Best system in existence.  As 
rightly said by Dr. Ramiyar 
Karanjia ‘let the law take 
its own course’. Mr. Viraf 
Kapadia states “they (i.e. the 
crows and kites) cannot carry 
it over such a long distance’  
Very true and aptly put. At 
most, I feel this is a rarest or 
rare and a stray incident.
Here I wish to state - and this is 

Contd. from Pg. No. 3

POINT TO NOTE: It’s the message, not the messenger you might be mad at! 
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Ava Ardavishur Parab 
Jashan

The Ava Ardavishur Parab 
Jashan will be held on Sunday 
March 25, 2012 at 5.15 p.m. 
on the Pier of Radio Club 
(Colaba). Vada Dasturji 
Saheb of Udvada, Dasturji 
Khurshed Dastur Kaikobad 
Dastur along with other 
Mobeds will perform the 
Jashan Ceremony. 
After the Jashan Ceremony 
Ervad Nadir Modi will speak 
on “How to increase our 
population, prosperity and 
‘Parsipanu”.
All Community members are 
cordially invited.

*********

Listing An Approaching 
Event Is Free! 

Submit information by 
post/delivery to 102, Vikas 
Building, 11 Bank Street, 
Fort, Mumbai - 1, E-mail: 
contribute@parsi-times.com 
or Fax (66330406). Include 
details of event, dates, timings, 
address, telephone number 
and entry fee. Deadline for 
information is Wednesday 
12 p.m. of every week.  
Parsi Times is a weekly 
publication available on 
every Saturday, all over India. 
Listings are free but inclusion 
cannot be guaranteed due to 
limited space. For guarantee 
contact our advertising 
department on Monday to 
Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
on 66330405.

Contd. on Pg. No. 5
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The Mewawalla Agiary at Byculla, near Rustom Baug is 
celebrating their Anniversary on 1st May, 2012, Sarosh 
Roj, Maha Adar.

Jashan and brief speech by Panthaky Pervez Bajan and some of 
the Trustees will be giving lectures and brief history, etc. etc. of 
their Agiary.
They will be coming out with brief circular very shortly.

Mewawalla Agiary Anniversary 
Celebration

my personal opinion - I 
acknowledge that our 
Dokhmenashini system has 
become a little weak, though 
Khurshnigareshni is the main 
source of decomposing a body 
(and turning it into a ‘sukko 
naso’) asnd the vulture plays 
a supplementary role.”
Then again, the vulture 
population has once again 
started increasing, thanks 
to the timely banning of the 
chemical DICLOFENAC.  
Again, if  the system has at all 
become weak does that mean 
we abandon it totally. Today 
my very own dear mother 
is 92 plus. She cannot see 
with both eyes, her hearing 
has become very weak. Do 
we abandon her? We, (my 
brother and syster-in-law) 
look after her very well.  Same 
was the case with our dear 
departed father till his end at 
94 years.  We had taken care 
of my father-in-law for 17/18 
years till his end at 88.
Today the world over it is 
acknowledged that nature’s 
disposal is the best mode of 
disposal.  Then there is severe 
shortage of burial space in 
several places the world over.  
In many places stacking 
is now being followed.  In 
our own neighbourhood in 
Bandra’s St. Andrews Church 
burial ground, they have 
started exhuming bodies only 
after 6 months of burial period 
and then the remains are 
transferred to a pit in order to 

make way for the next body.  
Same way even cremation 
system has its weaknesses.  
Here it is very important to 
note that our system is time 
tested and ecofriendly and 
ecologically the least harmful, 
whereas a burial ground - 
any thing grown on it is not 

t for human consumption 
for a minimum period of 
300 to 350 years. This is an 
acknowledged fact. It will 
not be inappropriate here to 
mention that our dokhmas 
are not just circular wall for 
bodies to be kept. It takes about 
15 long years for a proper 
dokhma to be constructed 
with several intricate and 
elaborate ceremonies over 
several years like ‘tano 
purvani kriya’, ‘oon no daro - 
tene dhoop apvanu’, ‘dasturs 
perform 1200 ijasne’ on the 
site selected for constructing 
a dokhma etc. etc.  In short 
it is a scienti cally designed 
and consecrated place and 
that is precisely why we have 
never heard of ‘bhoot-pret’ 
ghost, ‘daken’ etc. in our 
religion, because all negative 
forces are entraped within the 
boundry of a dokhma after a 
body is rested in its respective 
pavi.
To conclude, even though it 
may appear to have become 
weak, still our dokhmenashini 
system is undoubtedly THE 
BEST option for us Parsi 
Zasrathostis under the 
present circumstances.
USHTA-TE,

Yours in His service,
Jimmy D. Siganporia.

Dear Freyan,
In today’s Parsi Times I 
read. It is unbelieveable such 
incident happened. There 
must be planned against 
Dokhmenashini Systems to 
stop and bring crematorium 
as vultures are missing.
This have not happened such 
when vultures were alive. 
How can small birds could 
carry body parts from high 
walls?
I have full faith in our customs 
and our strong prayers held 
and be continued for forever.
Hope to nd out the culprit.

Anonymous.

Dear Madam,
I and my wife Daisy are the 
subscribers of your esteemed 
Weekly News Paper Parsi 
Times. It is a newone but we 
are con dent, that in times 
to come, it would be at it’s 
ZENITH. Atleast amongst 
our Parsi Community.
We wish you and your Parsi 
Times Team very Happy 
and Prosperous Navroze 
Mubarak & God Bless.

Daisy, Homai, Keshmira, 
Rustom & Sam D. Patel.

Contd. from Pg. No. 4

NOTICE

Presents 
 

A PUBLIC TALK 
on 

Understanding Life 
by 

The Wisdom In Astrology
By

BRO. KEKI PALKHIWALLA 
Past President of Blavatsky Lodge TS  and 

Federation Lecturer of  Bombay Theosophical Federation 
On Friday 30th March 2012 at 6-15 p.m.

at Besant Hall, Blavatsky Lodge TS,
7- French Bridge, near Opera House 

Entry 0pp. Metro Motors, Hughes Road,
Mumbai 400007

ALL ARE WELCOME

BLAVATSKY LODGE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

NOTICE
Culture House of the Islamic Republic of IRAN 

& The Indo-Iranian Friendship Society
Celebrate 

JASHN-e NOWRUZ
At Islam Gymkhana Ground, 

75/A, Marine Drive, Mumbai-400002
on Monday 26th March 2012 at 6.00 p.m. 

Chief Guest: Mr. Mohammad Bagher Beigi
President: Mr. Minoo R. Shroff

Some of the honourable attendies and participants will be:
Ervad Asphandiar Dadachanji, 

Ervad Yazdi Panthaki
Mr. Minoo R. Shroff, 

Mr. Godrej N. Dotivala
Dastur Dr. Peshotan Hormazdyar Kayoji-Mirza

Mr. Apurva Sahijwani, Vice President and Regional Investment Head Citibank- 
“Effects of Macroeconomic factors and its impact in business and our daily lives” 

Mr. Mehernosh Tata, Sr. Vice President-Commercial Banking,  Citibank - 
“Emerging Concepts in Business Banking” respectively. 

Mr. Minoo R. Shroff , Global President, WZCC - “Budget 2012 - Its Hangover”.
Date : 4th April 2012 
Venue :  M.C. Ghia Hall, Bhogilal Hargovinbdas Building,  

K.Dubash Marg, Kalaghoda, Fort, Mumbai
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trainer at the age of 20. Being 
a erti e  trainer fro   

eri an o n i  on er i e  
a a er  itne  o r e an  
ee o  itne  n tit te  he too  
 hi  r t o  a  a trainer a  

at a a er   a  a tne  
in tr tor for 2 ear . e then oine  i e  ehta  

 a  a enior tne  in tr tor for  ear .
e o e  onto f rther to a o i h hi  rea  

an  o ene  hi  o n  at a a a et it ai . 
in e then he ha  een or ing ith ifferent hoo  
o ietie  an  or orate o anie  a  itne  hera i t. 

e to hi  ni e t e of training he ha  re ei e  
re on e  fro  ifferent hoo  an  o ietie  hi h 
in t rn ha e ie e  the  goo  re t  in hea th an  
tne . e a o ha   ear  of e erien e in an e  

h a  a a  Bo oo  i ho  Ba roo  an  i e. 
e tea he  an e in ifferent hoo   an  other 
o ietie  a  e .  an  an e ho  ha e an  are eing 
erfor e  a  e  na e  at a ia Ba g  a a ho i  

e  Ba g  irga .
hi  o ng  

energeti  ar i o th 
too  a te  f rther to 

i   ort an hi  
irit a ong t the in  
 enta  ha enge  

by organising this 
e ent of ha enging 
the ha ions 

 gi ing the  an 
e a  o ort nity in 
o eting a ongst 

s hoo s of their in .

  
Ishtuvegu or Astyages 

came to the throne of media 
upon the death of his father 
Huvakshatra. There is a lot 

of confusion and also a lot 
of controversy regarding 
his reign. According to the 
contemporaneous Babylonian 
inscriptions of Nabonidus 
and Cyrus, Ishtuvegu is never 
styled King of Media. On the 
contrary he is mentioned as 
the king of the Barbarians or 
tsabmanda. In older documents 
the term “Manda” is used for 
the Kurdish tribes. Media was 
the name given by Persian and 

Greek writers to the kingdom 
of Ekbatana.  There is also a 
lot of confusion between the 
Assyrian words “manda’, 
meaning the barbarians, and 
“mada” meaning the Medes. 

Ishtuvegu is said to have 
had a long and peaceful reign. 
In the mid-sixth century BC he 
was overthrown by Cyrus and 
the Iranian Empire went from 
the hands of the Medes to the 
Persians.

t
a

The 16th of March was a 
wonderful day for the 
clinically challenged & 

visually impaired
children from 5 schools in 

Mumbai as Mr. Jimmy Irani, 
of Get Fit Mumbai organized 
a sports event for them. 

The event was called 
“Challenging the Champions” 
and held at a crowded 
Gymkhana Ground, Mumbai. 
The sponsers were Arnavaz 
Mistry, Godrej Security 
Solution and DJ Hanoz. 

Over 200 children from 
the Victoria Blind School, 
Happy Home School for 
Blind, Jay Vakil School for 
Mentally Challenged, SPJ 
Sadhana School for Mentally 
Challenged and AK Munshi 
Joshi Yojna for Mentally 

Challenged participated. At 
the event the excited kids 
participated in sports like the 
50m and 100m races, Lemon 
& Spoon Races and Standing 
Long Jump. There was even a 
fun musical chairs game! 

When PT spoke to 
Mr. Jimmy Irani, he 
wholeheartedly thanked 
the contribution done by 
Arnavaz Mistry (B.P.P.), Mr. 
Antia (Parsi Gymkhana), Mr. 
Tavadia (Parsi Ambulance 
Division) and Mr. Vivek 
Chapekar (for Shamiana) for 
the event. 

It was endearing to see 
that most of the volunteers 
at the event who were 
responsible for guiding and 
helping the participants 
were young and energetic 

kids themselves! Kudos to 
everyone for giving a day of 
entertainment and excitement 
to the Special Children of the 
city. 
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I remember when I was 
studying Ballroom dance 
history of India, I came 

across few details about 
how the small but dynamic 
community of Parsis took 
liking to Ballroom and Latin 
dance form and promoted 
it with gusto all over the 
country. Today this dance 
still remain as a major form of 
entertainment and we dance 
teacher owe this a lot to the 
Parsi community. I have been 
closely associated with this 
unique community in many 
ways, be it as a training faculty 
for the prestigious Parsi May 
Queen or as a dance teacher 

to many Parsi celebrities. I 
have had some best times 
interacting and teaching 
dance to the Parsis. They say 
all Parsis are same, but I beg 
to differ, after being with 
them on so many different 
occasions, I feel each Parsi 
is different and exceptional. 
But yes what’s common is the 
love for dance. Parsis are born 
dancers and this I can say with 
my experience of teaching 
dance to many.
With the Navroz gotten over, 
it is a new beginning for all 
Parsis. This is time when all the 
old mistakes are kept behind 
and life is looked at in a new 
light. Keeping in mind the 
start of the New Year, today 
in my column I have listed 
below the dances which I feel 
will suit the personality of an 
individual Parsi in relation to 
their sun sign. So if you have 
not yet begun burning the 

oor, then his new year is a 
good time to start, study your 
sun sign and see the dance 
that suits you and get on to 
the oor.        

 – Dance – Merengue 
- This dance comes from 
Dominican Republic and its 
neighbouring island Haiti 
… this quick tempo dance is 
great for people who are very 
aggressive, self-con dent and 
full of life…. This dance has 
bouncy, vigorous and brisk 
moves…. Which are typical 
traits of an Arian (being 
assertive and Energetic).

 – Dance – Viennese 
Waltz – This dance comes 
from Austria and South of 
Germany… While performing 
this fast dance one has to be 
very watchful and alert all 
the time as that others do not 
bang into you while in the 
movement of dance. It is a 
very compassionate, Poised, 
Royal and very loving dance, 
its movements are all in fast 
circular motion.  Viennese 

Waltz is especially for Taurian 
as they are known to be very 
careful and caring people 

 – Dance - Undoubtedly 
the Cha Cha Cha – this dance 
is an off- shoot of a famous 
Latin folk dance called the 
Mambo…. Cha Cha Cha has 
very inviting music…. Its 

irty, naughty and a very spicy 
dance… lled with lots of hip 
actions… this mischievous, 
dynamic and bubbly dance is 
best for Gemini …as they are 
known to be very Lively and 
Flirtatious by nature.

 – Dance – English 
Waltz – Like its name suggests 
this dance comes from Great 
Britain….  Its is considered 
to be the most tender, mild, 
graceful and elegant dances 
of the world…its dance 
direction, movements and few 

times even the speed keeps 
changing making it a very 
unpredictable and unstable 
dance just like the sign 
cancer…. They are known to 
be very Moody yet gentle as 
people.

 – Dance – Paso Doble 
– This dance is associated 
with Spain…. as it is a story 
of a ‘Bull Fight’ on to the 
dance oor…. This dance is 
extremely ashy, amboyant 
and extravagant dance… the 
mood of this Glitzy dance is a 
‘Fight’. In this dance the man 
represents the matador and the 
women his cape in the drama 
of the Spanish bull ght…. 
This hot and aming dance 
truly represents the ever so 
Flamboyant and Fiery Leo

 – Dance - Jive – this 
dance form comes from The 
United States of America. Jive 
is similar to Boogie, Jitterbug, 
West Coast Swing, Lindy Hop 

and most of all Rock n Roll. 
It is a Fun Filled, Carefree, 
Practical   and a relaxed dance. 
While performing this dance 
one needs to me extremely 
watchful and careful, as it’s a 
high-speed dance. This crazy 
dance is best for Virgos as 
they are known to be very 
Practical, Cautious yet fun 
loving people.

 – Dance - Rumba & 
Bolero - Rumba is the national 
dance of Cuba and Bolero 
comes from Bahamas. They 
both have fascinating rhythms 
and bodily expressions. 
Extended long legs and Hem 
Lines enhance the romantic 
mood of these dances. Rumba 
and Bolero are said to be 
the spirit and soul of all the 
dance forms. When we think 
of these ‘Dances of Love’ we 
think of Passion, Obsession, 
Infatuation, Togetherness and 
Lust. And that’s what Libras 
are said to be, Romantic 
at heart, always in love 
with ‘Love’ and extremely 
charming as individuals.   

 – Dance - Tango – 
This dance comes from the 
back-street bars of Argentina. 
It is the dance of ‘Mixed 
feeling’. Tango means many 
things to many people, just like 
the Mysterious Scorpio. Its’ 
sexy and passionate attitude 
resemble the characteristic of 
the adoring yet inexplicable 
and enigmatic Scorpion.

 – Dance – Samba 
– This dance is from Brazil. 
The feel of Samba is just like 
a Sagittarian. It’s rhythmic, 
Animalistic, Exotic and 
Adventurous. Samba is said 
to be an ‘out of the ordinary’ 
dance, as it is very musical, 
striking, unusual and has loads 
of bold and daring moves just 
like a Sagittarius person who 
is said to be very courageous 
and gutsy by nature

 - Dance - Bossa 
Nova - This dance form comes 

from Bahai. It is meant for the 
typical Capricorns as they are 
cool, go-getter individuals 
who are always determined 
to do the best, similarly 
this dance style too is like 
a live wire, very splendid, 
impressive and grand, rm 
danced with an attitude that 
is fresh, calm and breezy very 
similar to a Capricorn.

 – Dance Salsa - This 
dance style is the most erratic 
and unpredictable of all the 
dances yet it is orderly in its 
form, having a structured 
movement, only a whimsical 
and wise Aquarian will 
understand the method in the 
madness. This saucy dance 
is the craze of this decade. 
Salsa moods can change at 
any time from being sexy to 
spicy or loving to gloomy 
or from being passionate to 
heartbreaking. 

 – Dance - Quickstep 
– This is a very imaginative 
and an artistic dance, danced 
in a very pensive and wistful 
mood, just like the Dreamy 
& very Creative Piscean. 
Fast tempo yet in complete 
Harmony, Quickstep with its 
syncopated hops and swings 
is lled with loads of creative 
yet original impressive moves 
which are the typical traits of 
a Piscean.
The writer can 
be contacted on: 
sandipsoparrkar@
rediffmail.com

Sandip Soparrkar
has done his MBA 
(marketing) from 
Symbiosis, is a Hotel 
Management Graduate 
apart from being a model. 
Sandip was the nalist 
for the ‘Graviera Mr. 
India contest’ in 1997-98. 
Later in the same year 
at Chennai he won the 
title of India’s rst ‘Mr. 
Young Turk.’ In 1999 he 
was chosen to model in 
seven European countries 
as the ‘Indian Launch 
Model’ for Phoenix A4 
shoes. In October 2000 
Sandip became the First 
Indian to represent India 
at the ‘International Male 
Model Contest’ held on 
the Caribbean Islands 
of Aruba where he was 
chosen as one of the ‘Top 
21 most photogenic faces 
of the year.’

Since it’s inception Sandip Soparrkar’s Ballroom Studio has opened branches; in Mumbai (Cuff Parade, Kemps Corner, Worli, Lower Parel, Prabhadevi, Bandra, 
Santracruz, Juhu, Andheri, Goregaon & Navi Mumbai) in Pune (Senapathi Bapat Road & Koregaon Park) also in Surat, Ahmedabad, Jaipur, Hyderabad & Delhi. 
Sandip personally teaches and visits each of his branches and shows students the techniques in ve Latin American ballroom dances (Rumba, Samba, Cha Cha 
Cha, Jive and Paso Doble), ve Standard ballroom dances (Social Foxtrot, Waltz, Viennese Waltz, Quickstep and Tango) and four famous club dances (Cuban Salsa, 
Merengue, Bachata and West Coast Swing) strictly adhering to the syllabus of ISTD (Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing).

Sun Signs & Dance
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Parsis are born dancers
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I lacked, I feared, I hated 
the two words – Self 
Con dence until I 

discovered the true meaning 
of these two mysterious 

words. Failures, miseries, 
embarrassments and lot of 
unexpected break downs 
forced me to nd their 
meaning. A seeking spree 
had begun. I conducted deep 
research and read almost 
everything under the sun. 
I was stuffed with over 
information but satiation was 
way beyond. 

Just as I 
was giving 
up, my Guru 
whispered 
“ Self 
con dence 
is being 
ok”, I 
asked 
him 

confusingly, 
“You mean... 
you mean being 
ok with all 
that I do” he 
whispered back 
in his calm and composed 
voice, “Being ok with ‘ALL’ 
that YOU ARE” and he 
disappeared. Those words 
had an impact on me, a big 
one! I sat down that evening 
for my daily meditation 
practice and my Guru’s 
words were strolling in 
my head - disturbing and 

distracting. I had 
to x my curiosity. 
‘Being ok with 
all that I am’  
sounded like ‘Self 
Acceptance’. Yes!!! 
self acceptance is 
what he meant! 
Of course I accept 
myself, though 
I am a little too 
skinny, a little too 
hot tempered, a 
little too lazy, a 
little too nervous 
and a little too 
many ‘too’s but I 

love myself, yeah a little too 
conditionally! 

Self Con dence is Self 
Acceptance! Yes this was 
what he meant and this is 
what I became! We don’t 
accept ourselves exactly 
the way we are because of 
innumerable reasons - people 
around us deciding what is 
beautiful and what is not; 
what is right and what is not; 

who you are and 
who you are 

not, dogmas, 
rules, peers and 

corporate 
wizards! 
These are 
the reasons 
rather the 

excuses 
for being so 

incon dent of 
most of the things 

we do and all that we 
are.
I started applying 

the magic formula of self 
acceptance to all parts of 
me. I chanted this mantra 
“I love and accept myself 
deeply, completely and 
unconditionally” daily as 
many times as I could. Over 
time I have become more 
con dent of who I am and 
I have accepted all that I 
cannot be. I have accepted 
all the disgusting parts (I 
no more consider them 
like this) of me. I started 
becoming more patient and 
understanding towards 
myself. I am now ok with all 
my aws, my weaknesses, 
my farts and my emotional 
wildness. I am ne with a 
lot of things that I hated 
about me once upon a time. 
I am more compassionate 
towards myself.  No more 
did the mirror scare me. Self 
Con dence is a draped Self 
acceptance! Neither did my 

aws disappear 
nor did my 
weaknesses 
vanish but a new 
accepted and 
loving perception 
of myself 
emerged, the new 
brilliant aura of 
an everlasting 
understanding of 
myself has made 
me so con dent. 
Self Con dence does not 
mean you are perfect, it only 
means you are ‘you’ just the 
way you are – loved and 
accepted by yourself. Today 
I am living my dream and 
loving the new con dence 
that I have created in me, 
through me!

Your acceptance of you is 
the only permanent, natural, 
deepest and the strongest 
con dence that ever exist! 
Accept your past, present and 
future. Acknowledge and 
accept your every thought, 
emotion and all the inner 
noise. Don’t beat yourself up 
for anything! Don’t judge! 

Listen to that little inner voice. 
Sit in silence and repeat this 
sentence ‘I love and accept 
myself deeply, completely 
and unconditionally the way 
I am’. I wasn’t con dent of 
anything that I did until I 
became con dent of all that I 
was, all that I am and all that 
I will be!

By the way My Guru stays 
in me. It is my little inner 
voice that pricks me and talks 
to me when the rest is silent! 
Listen to your Guru often, he 
unfolds a secret every time he 
whispers!

words Failures miseries lo e m self eah a little too di

“BE ALL THAT YOU CAN BE”
Boost your self con ence an  o nloa  these no
Come as you are   Nirvana

o e  Shaggy
 am not afrai   Eminem
 can ma e it ha en
Not giving u   Crossfa e
Till  colla se  Eminem

nbrea able  Bon Jovi
ollo  these ti s to boost your con ence
 ave a healthy self esteem.

2  Be clear about your goals.
 in  a mentor ho can hel  you reach your goal.
 Socialize ith eo le ho are ositive an  

su ortive  ho li e an  res ect you.
 Pay attention to ho  you loo .
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Mama sh was 
happily swimming 
around with her 

grandchildren. Ugly sh was 
keeping an eye on then and 
Mama sh said, “Why don’t 
you get married?  Don’t you 
want children of your own? 
All the pretty girl sh would 
be proud to be your wife.”

But Ugly Fish refused to 
get married. “Look at you a 
big Hero, baby sitting your  
nieces and nephews. Why 
even Crusty has Christy, 
Crabby has Carrie and Claws 
has Clara. Only you are a 
Bachelor.”

“Look at me Mama! I am 
so big, I will not marry till I 

nd a suitable bride who is 
large like me.”

Mrs. D’Large was in 
despair, her daughter Lulu had 
just left for her Honeymoon, 
and her youngest Lotta who 
was the Bridesmaid had 
stormed off somewhere to cry 
her eyes out. No doubt the 
family was slightly larger than 
others, but Lotta was even 
larger than Mr. D’Large, her 

dad.
“I don’t know what to do 

with Lotta”, said Mrs. D’Large 
to her husband, “Every boy 
we show her is too small for 
Lotta.” “I know,” said Mr. 
D’Large, “I doubt if we’ll ever 

nd her a suitable matter. I do 
hope there is someone in all 
the oceans, who measures up 
to her.” “She’s such a lovely 
girl,” added Mrs. D’Large 
sadly shaking her head.

Peachy and Mr. Pink 
had just returned from their 
Honeymoon. They spent some 
time with their parents telling 
them all the exciting things 
they had done.

After spending some time 
with them they set off to see 
Ugly sh, Mama, the family 
and the Crabs.

Mr. Pink was really excited 
to meet Peachy’s saviours; 
and was looking forward to 
thanking them personally for 
saving Peachy from the shing 
net and the Aquarium, where 
she would have to perform 
tricks.

Eager to reach their 
destination Peachy and Mr. 
Pink were putting on speed to 
meet their friends as soon as 
possible. They spotted a large 
Gold and Silver sh as they 
sped past.

Peachy thinking it was 
Ugly sh asked Mr. Pink to 
slow down. They swam back 
and Peachy realized that it 
was not Ugly sh, but a Large 
Gold and Silver sh dressed 
as a Bridesmaid, sitting on the 
rock and weeping her eyes 
out. Mr. Pink wondered as to 
what had made her so sad that 
she was weeping so much.

They swam up to the 
crying sh. Then Peachy 
gently touched her head 

and inquired, “Why are you 
crying?” She kept on sobbing 
and could hardly talk.

At last Peachy managed to 
calm her down. Again Peachy 
tried “Come now, things 
can’t be that bad for a lovely 
girl like you. Do tell us what 
is wrong?” Peachy stroking 
her head asked again, “If you 
would only tell us what is 
wrong perhaps my husband 
and I could help make things 
all right.”

Wiping her eyes the large 
but beautiful sh told Peachy, 
“My name is Lotta D’Large. 
All my sisters have got 
mattied, but I’m still single. 
I’m always a Bridesmaid but 
never a Bride.” She stood up 
to her full height,  “Just look at 
me! Who will marry someone 
so large as myself?”

Looking at Lotta Peachy 
had a brilliant idea, taking Mr. 
Pink aside she whispered to 
him that Lotta would make 
the perfect Bride for Ugly sh 
as she was almost as large 
as him. Turning around she 
said to Lotta, “Why don’t you 
come with us and meet the 
person who saved me from 
the Aquarium? You can trust 
us to protect you from any 
danger.”

“Is it very far?” asked Lotta. 
“Quite far,” replied Peachy. 
“Then you will have to take 
my, parents permission,” said 
Lotta. “of course! We will,” 
they both said, and they set off 
for the D’Large home.

Mr. and Mrs. D’Large were 
surprised to see Lotta with 
two Dolphins in tow. Lotta 
introduced them to her parents 
as Peachy and Mr. Pink. She 
told them that Peachy wanted 
a favour from them.

Peachy took them aside 

and told them how 
Ugly sh had saved 
her from the Aquarium 
and also how large  he was. 
If only Lotta could meet 
him, they would be 
perfect for each other. 
Mr. Pink added that 
they were on their way 
to meet Ugly Fish and 
family, and they would  
love to take Lotta with 
them if Mr. and Mrs. 
D’Large permitted. 
They agreed readily.

Waving goodbye to 
Lotta’s parents they set off, 
swimming speedily to their 
destination. Peachy saw 
Mama Fish busily knitting 
and Ugly Fish keeping an eye 
on the grand children from a 
far.

Mama Fish was astonished 
to see Peachy, who pulled Mr. 
Pink forward. “Hello Mama 
Fish.” Peachy said, “Meet my 
husband Mr. Pink. “Pulling 
Lotta forward Peachy said, 
“This is Lotta D’Large.”

Mama Fish was delighted 
to see Lotta who was not only 
almost as large as Ugly Fish 
but beautiful too. They would 
make a suitable pair.

Mama Fish called Ugly 
Fish and said “Come and 
meet Mr. Pink, Peachy’s 
husband.” Ugly Fish swam 
up and greeted Mr. Pink, 
and Peachy. Then Mama Fish 
added, “This is Lotta D’Large, 
she has accompanied Peachy 
and Mr. Pink to visit us.”

Thrilled to see this lovely 
vision Ugly Fish greeted her.

Ugly Fish wanted to ask 
Lotta to marry him but he 
hesitated. She was so beautiful 
and he was so Ugly. Finally 

gathering his courage, he 
knelt down, gently taking her 

n in his own, he asked “Lotta 
D’Large will you marry me? I 
promise to make you happy 
and protect you for the rest of 
my life.”

Peachy clapped her 
ippers joyously, when she 

heard Ugly Fish propose to 
Lotta.

Lotta was stunned, Here 
was this Hero that Peachy 
had told her about, wanting 
to marry her. No doubt he 
was Ugly, but he made her 
feel small and petite, and Oh! 
So safe, because of his size 
and  his sharp, sharp teeth. 
With hesitation she said, “Of 
course! I will marry you,” and 
she gave him a kiss.

At last Mama Fish got her 
wish. Lotta and Ugly Fish 
were married. Peachy was 
the Bridesmaid and Mr. Pink 
was the Best Man. Lotta and 
Ugly Fish set off for their 
Honeymoon. They promised 
to stay together when they 
returned. They were friends 
forever.

© Kety K. DadyBurjor

Here is a Granny who 
takes the ‘granny-ing’ job 
pretty seriously!  
Kety K. DadyBurjor spiced 
up her love for her grand 
kids with her years of 
teaching experience and 
came up with short stories 
for kids everywhere. 
Parsi Times brings you 
a series of her endearing 
and fantastical tales which 
you can read with your 
families. A treat at bed 
time or any time of day! 
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Summer moisture and 
the summer sun can be 
damaging to your hair. 

Proper preventative steps 
need to be taken during this 
season to ensure that your 
hair does not get damaged.
Wear a scarf, hat or cap to 
protect your hair from the 
sun but make sure that it’s 
not so tight where it will 
restrict circulation in your 
scalp. It can also cause some 
scalp issues like itchiness or 

akiness.
Staying hydrated is 

important for healthy hair as 
well as your overall health 
so make sure that you are 
drinking enough water. It 
helps to keep you hair shiny 
and soft. Your 
body is made 
up of 72% 
water. In the 
summer you 
tend to loose 
ore water from 
your body 
hence it needs 
to be replaced. 
You need 
to drink the 
amount you 

weigh( kgs) in uid ounces. 
So for example if you weigh 
50 kgs you need to drink 50 
ounces of water.

Avoid taking hot showers 
or washing your hair in hot 

water. Use warm or cool 
water instead; the heat can 
dry out and/or damage your 
hair and skin. Always go your 
last rinse out of the shower 

with cooler 
or cold water. 
Knotting your 
hair, braiding 
it or wearing 
it up or in a 
bun will help 
contain frizzies 
and keep it 
from getting 
sweaty.

Read next 
weeks articles 

for more summer hair tips 
and summer hair up.

Ingredients:
8 pieces chicken

Masala:
2 medium sized onions
1 bunch of coriander
4 green chilies
1 cup desiccated 
coconut
4 cloves of garlic
1 piece of ginger
Salt to taste
Oil

Directions:
Grind the masala to a ne 
paste. Fry the masala till 

brown. Add the chicken 
pieces and salt. 
Fry on a high ame for ten 
minutes. Lower the ame 
and cook till the chicken is 
tender. Serve with mashed 
potatoes.

Coriander Coconut Chicken

Purveen Dubash is a 
chef with many knives 
in her pretty home 

kitchen cabinet. From 
TV anchor to educator to 
author she is armed with 
culinary skills to put your 
tummy into a hypnotic 
state. We are proud to 
present to you her recipes 
which have the unique 
distinction of being not 
only simple to follow 
but yummy to taste!
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Religion 
is a subject much 
discussed, analyzed but 
hardly understood. The true 
spirit of religion is purity, 
truth, compassion, love 
humility, forgiveness, honesty 
and godliness. True religion 
is one which changes our 
nature, which ever puri es 
and brings us closer to our 
Maker. Religion is meant for 
binding us to one another 
and to God. It is not meant 
to cause con icts. If it fails 
to achieve this object it is not 
religion. 
        The greatest of all 
temptations we must 
overcome is to think that 
our vision of reality is the 
only authentic realization 
and we are the chosen and 
enlightened ones and the 
rest are ignorant and live in 
darkness. God and religion 
are not the property of any 
one, or a group of persons 
claiming to have inherited the 
right to dictate their terms.

       

At the 
time Lord 

Zoroaster 
was born, there was 

already a most powerful 
body of priests who kept the 
people in ignorance, grinding 
superstitions into their minds. 
Lord Zoroaster repudiated 
the ways of the priests and 
declared pure truth.
        As humans we are bound 
to make mistakes. As a great 
democrat God allows us to 
make our choice between 
good and evil. We may err, 
at times grievously but as we 
have the power to commit 
errors we have the strength 
to set them right as often as 
they are made. God is not 
in heaven but he sits in our 
hearts giving us guidance 
and helps us to reform. No 
sooner we surrender to him 
in all humility we are purged 
of our sin and a new life 
begins for us. If our religious 
leaders are followers of 
God and well wishers of the 
community they should show 
tolerance and leave justice 

and punishment to the divine 
law. The Almighty is the 
greatest well wisher of us all 
and has shown his love and 
forgiveness at all times.  
        There have been con icts 
between the orthodox and the 
reformist groups on different 
issues. The community 
has always respected and 
supported the priests. A 
family priest is like a family 
doctor in whom we repose 
our faith and follow his 
advice. Dasturji Kukadaru 
and Dasturji Khurshed 
Daboo were highly revered 
and respected by one and 
all as they set for themselves 
high standards of morality. 
Never in the history of our 
religion have we resorted 
to admonish, debar, expel 
or put bans of practicing 
priests. People from other 
communities have looked 
up to us as role models 
for culture and progress; 
but sadly we have chosen 
to imitate the ways of 
uncivilized backward tribal 
panchayats like Khaps who 
outcaste and punish their 
members for petty reasons.
        God and religion are 
not properties inherited by 
an institution or belong to a 
few Individuals. Priesthood 
is hereditary but divine 
knowledge is not inherited 
nor can it be borrowed 
from books. It requires the 
development of a heart 
culture to immensurable 
strength. Could Jesus Christ 
have attained divinity if he 
had cursed his cruci ers? 

Could Buddha had attained 
enlightenment if he had nor 
forsaken material luxuries 
of his palace and accepted 
self-suffering to attain 
Nirvana? In moments of great 
provocation and humiliation, 
Lord Zoroaster demonstrated 
the rare quality of forgiveness 
and tolerance. The religion 
they preached and practiced 
was the religion of love. It 
helped people to bond with 
one another and with God. 
In them we nd the truth 
clearly and simply revealed. 
The religion they established 
was simple enough to be 
understood by a layman 
and most reasonable to be 
universally accepted. In fact 
all religions have a common 
motivating factor-the desire 
to uplift man’s life and to give 
it a purpose. 
        Different communities 
adopt different rituals and 
customs. They were made by 
our ancestors for the welfare 
of the community. They may 
be called social strictures or 
ethics. We all Zoroastrians 
orthodox and reformists are 
interested in preserving the 
characteristic qualities of our 
different traditions, rituals, 
customs and ceremonies. 
They, however are not 
to be considered as vital 
ingredients for spiritualism 
(Dharma or religion).
Customs and rituals are not 
Divine laws. They 
are 

for the 
convenience and 
welfare of the community. 

Dokhmenashini was adopted 
by the community as an 
adequate and desirable 
method of disposal of dead 
bodies. Where dokhmas 
are not available alternate 
methods like cremation or 
burial are accepted. The 
manner of disposal has no 
bearing on religion, and it 
is the fundamental right of 
the family to exercise their 
choice. On such a sensitive 
issue when the members of 
the family are in bereavement 
the problem could have been 
tackled with compassion 
and wisdom. The priests 
de nitely have a right to 
give their guidance. Instead 
they put pressure on the 
community by denying 
prayers to be recited by 
family priests and restricting 
the use of amenities and 
service to perform ritual ofat 
doongarwadi bunglis, 
specially meant 
to be used 

for such 
ceremonies. After 

the harsh punishment 
of denying four days of 
important prayers what factor 

eligion
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has motivated them for the 
sudden change of heart and 
the surge of compassion to 
allow prayers and rituals 
from the fth day onwards?       
        It is most unfortunate 
that a trivial matter as the 
mode of disposal of the dead 
bodies is the major cause 
of con ict among the 
community. Our 
body is a garment 
for the eternal 
soul. On death, the 
soul separates from 
the material body and 
proceeds on its journey 
to the unknown. As 
the body is made 
of matter it starts 
decomposing. It is a 
matter of hygiene to dispose 
of the body at the earliest. 
        It is dif cult to 
understand how the 
trustees of the B.P.P and 
religious High Priests made 
a unanimous decision to 
impose the ban. Any priest 
on a personal level refusing 
to give his service is justi ed 
as he has the freedom to 
exercise his will. In a civilized 
society there is enough room 
for honest differences of 

opinion. What seemed to 
be an irreligious act to the 
high Priests, 

appeared 
to the so called rebel priests 
as pure wisdom -- a call of 
religious duty. The rst lesson 
any religion teaches us is 
to abide by the inner voice 
of conscience. Those who 
realized this stood fearlessly 

rm and resolute in their 
belief. As initiated in priestly 

profession the two priests 
considered themselves duty 
bound to give their service 
to those who wanted to be 
served.

        Prayer is the 
soul and essence 

of religion. The 
lip prayer with 

correct accents 
and great 

oratory but 
with a 
heart full 

of poison is 
never heard. 

When a priest 
prays for others 
asking God to 
give him the 
power to purify 

the souls of an 
individual, he gets 

the golden opportunity of 
communing with the Divine 

and experience the purifying 
presence of God within him. 
It is a sin to oppress the 
innocent, and a greater sin to 
do so in the name of religion. 
If our actions cause harm to 
others such actions should be 
restricted.
        When God Almighty 
gives us the freedom to 
choose between good and 
evil, how do the followers 
of religion take delight in 
depriving others of their 
freedom? A true devotee who 
has achieved consciousness 
of God will never deny 
imparting good for humanity. 
God is all compassionate 
and for the meanest of 
persons who approach him 
with all humility he never 
forsakes them. Pressure and 
punishment are weapons of 
the weak. Service to the meek, 
the poor and the humble is 
the greatest prayer.
      People normally 
reluctantly, knock on the 
doors of the High Court and 
the Supreme Court to get 
justice for heinous crimes 
committed against them. 
We, a highly progressive 

community, at present facing 
problems for our survival and 
rejuvenation, are using our 
time, talent and resources on 
the matter of disposal of our 
dead bodies. We resorted to 
make litigations squandering 
trust funds. The cost and 
the consequences speak for 
the futility of such exercise. 
Which court can justify 
a plea of punishment for 
performance of prayers?  All 
those who made a unanimous 
decision for the procedure are 
morally responsible for the 
crises.
        Fortunately our 
community is well provided 
with ample resources. There 
are easy solutions to all our 
problems. If religion is freed 
from narrow mindedness and 
intolerance, we can free the 
community form unnecessary 
con icts. Tolerance gives 
us spiritual insight and 
humanity adds to the divine 
grace. All of us may not 
preach religion but we can 
all wise up and banish anger 
hatred and sel shness from 
our hearts and be lled with 

pure love.
Let us think dispassionately. 
If we allow the community 
to act with freedom, have 
a compassionate view for 
others, allow prayers and 
rituals for all those who 
follow our Zoroastrian 
religion, open the doors of 
the bunglis at Doongarwadi 
put them to maximum use 
and give a digni ed farewell 
to our dear ones, we solve 
this problem and bring 
peace and goodwill in the 
community. Let the priests 
realize the spirituality and 
essence of Zoroasrianism. In 
fact no religion encourages 
vindication, hatred, ill 
feelings and atrocities.      
       Let us realize the 
spirituality and essence of 
Zoroasrianism. Let us realize 
religion as a means of self 
realization. Once we open 
up our hearts and learn the 
religion of love, peace and 
harmony will prevail; and 
it will be a revival of the 
religion which we cherish the 
most.
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Å¡ sdpfp¡ S>Þd dpQ®“u 24 spfuM¡ ’ep¡ lp¡e sp¡..

sd¡ Æ„v$Nudp„ “l] ^pf¡gu bpbs AQp“L$ ’C 

S>i¡. sdpfp MQp®Ap¡ ld¡ip h^y fl¡i¡ A“¡ 

Sy>hp“udp„ crhóe“p¡ rhQpf L$epf¡ ‘Z “l] 

L$fp¡, ‘Z Å¡ sd“¡ L$p¡C kpQp¡ kp’uv$pf 

dþep¡ li¡ sp¡ S> sd¡ ‘¥kp“¡ V$L$phu“¡ sdpfu 

h©Ý^phõ’p“¡ ky^pfip¡. ei d¡mhhpdp„ sd¡ 

kam “l] ’pAp¡ sp¡ A¡“p v$p¡ju sd¡ lip¡. v$f¡L$ 

ky„v$f kyip¡rcs hõsy sd“¡ Ndi¡. Npe“, hpQ“, 

ap¡V$p¡N°pau, L$pìe“p¡ ip¡M h^y fl¡i¡ A“¡ L$mp“u ‘fM kpfu fl¡i¡. 

sd¡ sdpfp rhQpfp¡“¡ dS>b|s b“phip¡ sp¡ D‘fp¡L$s L$pddp„ S>i A“¡ 

“pd bß¡ d¡mhip¡. sdpfu cph“pAp¡ kpfu li¡ A¡d R>sp„ sd¡ S>¡ L$pd 

lp’dp„ g¡ip¡ A¡ ‘|fy„ L$fu“¡ d|L$ip¡. vy$:MuAp¡“p vy$:M v|$f ’pe A¡ dpV¡$ sd¡ 

sdpfp’u b“su L$p¡rii L$fip¡. sd“¡ rdÓp¡ A“¡L$ li¡. sdpfp kdpS>dp„ 

sd“¡ dp¡cpv$pf b“hp“p¡ ip¡M h^y fl¡i¡ ‘Z sd¡ Mpk L$fu“¡, ld¡ip 

buÅ“u kpd¡ lpC kp¡kpeV$udp„ S>hp“y„ ‘k„v$ L$fsp fl¡ip¡. õhcphc¡v$’u 

S> v$f¡L$ S>ÁepA¡ S>sp lip¡. iyc f„N: O¡fp¡ gugp¡,. iyc “„N: ‘p“y„$$

Ap hjp£dp„ L$p¡C‘Z epv$Npf b“ph b“u fl¡i¡: 6, 15, 24, 30, 

36, 42, 51, 60, 61, 65, 78.     

- “y‘yf

Ap¡ sp¡ sp¡, ddpC bp„N dpfu DW$ep, sy„ sp¡  

Nh“X$f“p¡ v$uL$fp¡ ‘fep¡ L$“u s¡ S>¡ cph dp„N¡ s¡ 

Ap‘i¡, A¡dbu “¡ A¡dbu splfu ddpC“¡ “pv$pfu 

L$p¡fV$dp„S> L$p„e “l] gC S>sp¡ L¡$ A¡L$ hMs“p¡ “uL$pg 

Aphu Åe.

lº„ sp¡ ddpC“p byd bfpX$p’u  A¡hp¡ QpV$ ‘X$u 

Nep¡ L¡$ dplpf¡ bfX¡$ ‘pZu Dsfey„. sp¡bu d¢ ^ufS>’u 

kdÅhp dpX$ey„ L¡$ Qpgp¡ bp, Ðepf¡ bÅfdp„ S>CA¡ 

L$pfZ Ðep„ OÏ„ kõsy dmi¡, sp¡ s¡‘fbu R>¡X$pC 

‘X$ep„ “¡ L$l¡S>¡, S>fp ’p¡bu Å; A¡d bp¡gu ê$p. 

3’u A¡hZ¡ iyê$ L$u^y„ “¡ s¡ kp„cmu ‘¡gu Np¡h¡Nfu“p 

sp¡ chp„S> QlX$u Nep„ A“¡ aaX$u QV$L$u“¡ Ðep„’u 

Qpgu NC. Qp¡V$gp bfu“p¡ CV$pfpV$ Å¡ep¡ L¡$? ddpC 

bp¡ëep, d“¡ sp¡ ÅZ¡ A¡hy„ ’peQ L¡$ A¡“u dyC“u 

Nfv$“ ^fu“¡ dfX$u “p„My. Np¡h¡“u dpR>gu“y„ AQpf 

OÏ„ Mp^¡gy„ lp¡i¡ s¡’u dyCdp„ fpCbu OZu S> cfpC 

N¡CQ. X$p¡kp„ OZp„S> s‘u Ne¡gp„ lsp„ A¡V$g¡ ‘V$phu 

kdÅhu äpaX$ dpfL$uV$dp„ gC Nep¡ A“¡ Ðep„’u S>ê$f 

Å¡Ny„ Mfuv$ey “¡ Ðepf‘R>u L$p„“ QudV$ep¡ L¡$ “kgu 

bÃQp, afu’u A¡hp„ NpdX$ep„Ap¡“¡ A„N°¡Æ vy$L$p“ ‘f 

L$v$u gC S>hp„ “l].

hpluV$h¡ g¡X$gp¡“u vy$L$p“dp„“p¡ fL$pk Å¡C“¡ d“¡ 

sp¡ OZu S> ^põsu gpÁep L$u^u L¡$ fM¡ ddpC 

õV$udfdp„bu dpfu lku L$fph¡. dyhp„ AZ^X$ A¡V$g¡ 

’p¡X$p¡ OZp¡ aS>¡sp¡ sp¡ S>ê$f L$fphi¡, ‘Z A¡V$gy„ b^y„ 

As¡ê„$ L$fi¡ A¡hp¡ sp¡ dl“¡ õhà“¡bu ¿epg lsp¡ 

“l].

õV$udf D‘X$hp“u b¡ v$lpX$p ANpD’u S> d¢ sp¡ 

ddpC“p L$p“ Mp¡ëep L¡$ Ðep„ S>fp s‘pku“¡ afÅ¡ 

l„. A¡ L„$C Ap‘ê„$ ky„hpgu “’u. Np¡fp„Ap¡“y„ fpS> “¡ 

õV$udf ‘fbu A¡ gp¡L$ S> b^p„, A¡V$g¡ S>¡d A¡ gp¡L$ 

L$f¡ s¡dS> Ap‘Z¡bu L$fhy„ Å¡CA¡. Mpsu hMs¡bu 

OÏ„ S> s‘pkÅ¡ S>¡d A¡ gp¡L$ Mpe s¡d MpÅ¡ A“¡ 

dX$d“u L$p“u S>  fl¡Å¡. lº„ ÅÏ„ L¡$ ddpC“¡ ’p¡X$pL$ 

iuMpdZ“p bp¡gp¡ L$l¡hi sp¡ A¡hZ“¡ S> W$uL$ ‘X$i¡ 

‘Z dplfp A¡ bp¡gp¡’u sp¡ X$p¡kp„“¡ A‘dp“ gpNu 

Ney„. Ap¡ hpe, Np¡su “uL$fep¡ Å¡ ‘p¡sp“u S> ddpC“¡ 

iuMpdZ v$¡hp Apep¡Q s¡, ddpC bMpëep, Af¡ 

Å, Å sy„ d“¡ kdS>¡Q iy„? cgu dX$d“¡bu bpSy>A¡ 

b¡kpXy„$, kdÄep¡ L¡¸$?

lº„ sp¡ Ap g¡L$Qf’u S>bfp¡ MkuepZp¡ ‘X$u Nep¡ 

“¡ QuX$bu OZu S> gpNu. dplfp¡ L$p„v$p¡ Mugu Negp¡ 

Å¡C ddpC syfs ‘sfu Nep„ “¡ L$l¡hp gpÁep„ L¡$ 

v$uL$fp d“¡ ‘¡gy guk Ap‘“u L¡$ ldZp„’u Np¡Mu fpMy„, 

L$pfZ S>¡ lh¡ sp¡ b¡S> v$lpX$p D‘X$hp“¡ bpL$u flepQ 

“¡ dyhy„ dpê„$ dNS> sp¡ S>hy„ Å¡CA¡ s¡hy„. Ap‘f¡bu 

W„$X$p ‘X$ep“¡ ÅZ¡ L„$C bÞey„ S> “l] lp¡e... 

(h^y dpV¡$ Sy>Ap¡ ‘p“y„ “„. 17)

(v$u“u âL$pidp„’u A¡d“pS> iåv$p¡dp„)

‘pfku kdpS>¡ ‘fhfv$¡Npf“p L$pev$p“u A¡L$ bpbs Myb 

ApN°l‘|h®L$ kdS>hp“u  kdÅhhp“u S>ê$f R>¡, s¡ A¡ L¡$ 

Ap¡gpv$“u bn¡i L$p„C aL$s Apv$du“¡ Ap^u“ hps “’u. ‘p„Q 

‘p„Q ”uAp¡ L$f“pf“p “kub¡ hp„Tep‘Ï kfÅey„ lp¡e s¡ 

S>sy„ “’u. Myv$p“u dfÆ lp¡e sp¡ S> afS>„v$p¡ ’pe R>¡. L¡$V$gpL$ 

fS>hpX$pAp¡dp„ dp¡V$p T“p“p lsp R>sp„ A¡hy„ b“sy„ Apìey„ lsy„ 

L¡$ ‘yÓ ’sp¡ S> “ lsp¡. “¡ Npv$u hpfk sfuL¡$ L$p¡C v$ÑL$ ‘yÓ 

blpf’u S> Aphsp¡ lsp¡. lp¡g¡ÞX$“p„ fpS>h„idp gNcN A¡L$ 

kv$u’u ‘yÓ S>Þdsp¡ S> “ lsp¡.

hksu h^pfhuS> li¡ sp¡ Ap “p“L$X$u L$p¡ddp„ A“¡L$ afS>„v$p¡ 

s¡ Apbpv$u h^pfhp hNf cpÁe¡ Aphi¡ A“¡ kfS>s A¡hu 

lp¡e L¡$ A¡ L$p¡ddp„ k„¿ep AdyL$S> fpMhu sp¡ L©$rsd D‘pe’u 

s¡ kfS>s L$v$u a¡fhpi¡ “l]. Cðf¡ Qpüy„ li¡ sp¡S> Ap‘Zu s¡ 

dlp“ Cfp“u sp¡Mddp„’u ApS>¡bu gpM Apkpdu“p¡ “dy“p¡ 

tlv$dp„ S>mhpep¡ R>¡. s¡d“p Cfpv$p s¡hp “l] ls¡ sp¡ Cfp“dp„ S> 

S>f’p¡õsu (‘pfku‘Ï) Msd ’ey„ ls¡. dpÁep d¡l hfk¡ “l] 

bp¡gpìep bpmL$ S>Þd¡ “l], kp’¡ Dd¡fu iL$pe L¡$ s¡ ‘fhf“p 

lºL$d rkhpe L$p¡C dfsy„bu “’u. s¡’u S>¡ bpbv$ âcy“p lºL$d“¡ 

Ap^u“ R>¡. s¡dp„ “plL$ X$lp‘Z v$p¡Y$hy„ L¡$ auL$f L$fhu iy„ L$pd, 

A“¡L$ lpv$¡kpAp¡ R>sp„ S>f’p¡õsu ^d®“u Äep¡s ApW$ lÅf 

hj®’u S>gsu flu A“¡ s¡“p Åmh“pfp“u bp¡gbpgp flu s¡ 

L$p¡Z“p âsp‘¡. dukf v$¡i“p dlp“ ‘¢Npbf“p¡ L$p¡C A“yepC 

ApS>¡ cpÁe¡S> S>X$u Aphi¡. s¡d N°uk“p ‘¢Npbf Ap¡faeyk“p 

^d®“p¡ ApS>¡ A¡hp¡S> lpg R>¡. riL$pNp¡ ^d® ‘qfjv$dp„ Ap‘¡gp 

cpjZp¡dp„ õhpdu rhh¡L$p“„v$¡ kpa iåv$p¡dp„ S>Zpìey„ lsy„ L¡$ 

rlÞv$dp„ õ’pr‘s ’e¡gu L¡$V$guL$ k„õL©$rs “pi ‘pdu. ‘f„sy 

‘pfku kdpS>“u ApCX¡$ÞV$uV$u A¡L$S> lp¡hy s¡ “¡ L$pfZ¡ 1300 

hj® ’ep R>sp„ rlÞv$c|rd“u D‘f S>f’p¡õsu ^d®“u k„õL©$rs 

S>mhpC flu R>¡. dpV¡$ Ap L©$rsd hõsu h^pfhp“u auL$f sp¡ 

Ap‘Z¡ “plL$ Dcu L$fu R>¡. L$v$pQ A¡hp ce„L$f AMsfp L$fhp 

S>sp ‘¡gy Cfp“u-‘pfku L$pg¡k sÐhS> Nyd ’pe sp¡. Ap‘Z¡ 

Apqä“dp„ A¡L$ Aprihp®v$dp„ vy$hp v$CA¡ R>uA¡ L¡$ “f Aip¡ afS>„v$ 

Tpev$ L¡$ Cfp“ v$pfpv$ “pd bfpv$ ep“¡ Adpfu L$p¡ddp„ A¡hp 

‘rhÓ Apkpdu S>Þd Å¡ L¡$ S>¡Ap¡ Akg Cfp““p¡ Sy>õkp¡ 

Åmhu“¡ “pd L$pY¡$.  ((h^y dpV¡$ Sy>Ap¡ ‘p“y„ “„. 17)

- dp¡L$g“pf: agu Å¡Mu
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V|„$L$u Mbfp¡

Mp“b„^yAp¡“¡ ‘R>pX$u“¡ A½$uA¡ Q|L$ìep¡ kp¥’u h^y V¡$¼k

bp¡rgh|X$ õV$pk®dp„’u Ane Ly$dpf R>¡¡‰p ÓZ hj®’u kp¥’u h^y V¡$¼k Q|L$hsp¡ õV$pf R>¡. k|Óp¡“p 

S>Zpìep âdpZ¡ Ap hj£ R>¡‰p sbL$L$pdp„ Ane Ly$dpf¡ gNcN 20 L$fp¡X$ Q|L$ìep R>¡.

Nep hj£ ‘Z AL$L$uA¡ ApV$gu S> fL$d Q|L$hu lsu. Aprdf Mp““u hps L$fhpdp„ Aph¡ sp¡ 

s¡Z¡ Nep hj®“u syg“pdp„ Ap hj£ ‘p„Q L$fp¡X$“p¡ V¡$¼k cep£ lsp¡ ‘f„sy Ap hj£ 10 L$fp¡X$“p¡ 

V¡$¼k cep£ R>¡. kgdp“ Mp“¡ Nep hj£ A“¡ Ap hj£ 10 L$fp¡X$ Q|L$ìep R>¡.

Ardspc bÃQ“¡ Ap hj£ ÓZ L$fp¡X$ Q|L$ìep R>¡. sp¡ A¡iA¡ ê$r‘ep 2.5 L$fp¡X$ Q|L$ìep R>¡. AS>e 

v$¡hNZ A“¡ ipqlv$ L$‘|f¡ 2 L$fp¡X$ Q|L$ìep R>¡. kp¥’u Ap¡R>p¡ V¡$¼k râe„L$p Qp¡‘fpA¡ dpÓ 1.5 L$fp¡X$“p¡ Q|L$ìep¡ R>¡.

L$qf“pA¡ bl¡“ L$qfídp kp’¡ Å¡ey„ A¡S>ÞV$ rh“p¡v$

23du a¡b°yApfu“p fp¡S> k¥a Agu Mp““u dlÐhL$p„nu qaëd A¡S>ÞV$ rh“p¡v$ furgT ’C flu 
R>¡. Ap qaëd“p¡ âurdef ip¡ spS>¡sfdp„ S> dy„bCdp„ ep¡S>hpdp„ Apìep¡ lsp¡.

Ap âk„N¡ L$qf“p, k¥a Agu Mp“, L$qfídp A“¡ k¥a“p b¡ k„sp“p¡ lsp.

ApV$gy„ S> “l] k¥a¡ bpÞÖp“p Nfub bpmL$p¡“¡ ‘Z Ap qaëd bsphu lsu.

rhv$¡i’u h^y fL$d“u hõsyAp¡ gphu iL$pi¡
rhv$¡i’u Aphsp lh¡ 35 lÅf“u hõsyAp¡ X$eyV$u äu gphu iL$pi¡. L$õV$d“p b¡N¡S>“p r“edp¡dp„ 

Qpf hjp£ bpv$ a¡fapf L$fhpdp„ Apìep R>¡. “hp r“edp¡ dyS>b R> drl“p’u h^y rhv$¡idp„ füp 

lp¡e sp¡ 10 qL$gp¡ kp¡“y 4 V$L$p X$eyV$u cfu“¡ gphu iL$pi¡.

rhv$¡i’u ‘fs afsp X$eyV$u äu hõsyAp¡ gphhp“p r“edp¡dp„ OZp kde¡ a¡fapf L$fhpdp„ Apìep¡ 

R>¡. lh¡’u kp¡“p rkhpe“u 35 lÅf“u hõsyAp¡ X$eyV$u äu gphu iL$pi¡. Å¡ L¡$ Ap„sffpô²$ue 

õsf¡ h^¡gp cph“p L$pfZ¡ Ap qL„$ds dykpafp¡“¡ Ap¡R>u gpN¡ R>¡. R> drl“p’u h^y kde 

rhv$¡idp„ füp lp¡e sp¡ õV$pÞX$X$® Np¡ëX$ bpf 10 qL$gp¡ kpdpÞe 4 V$L$p X$eyV$u cfu“¡ gphu iL$pi¡. 

35 lÅf’u h^y qL„$ds“u hõsyAp¡ gph“pf ‘pk¡’u 36.05 V$L$p L$õV$d X$eyV$u hkyghpdp„ Aphi¡.

(‘p“p “„. 16’u Qpgy)
s¡d syfs guõV$ b“phhp b¡W$p¡. ä¡ÞQ sp¡ lº„ A¡hy sp¡ap¡ ÅÏ„ L¡$ L$p¡C ä¡ÞQd¡“ kp„cm¡ 

sp¡ b¡ky^S> ’C Åe s¡’u A¡L$ ä¡ÞX$“¡ ‘yR>u S>¡d s¡d s¡ guõV$ OX$u L$lpX$ey„. s¡“p ÓZ 
L$p¡gd b“pìep. ‘l¡gp„dp„ NyS>fpsu, buÅdp„ A„N°¡Æ “¡ ÓuÅdp„ ä¡ÞQ g¿ey„. s¡ lº„ 
kv$pbê„$ “uQ¡ Ap‘y„ Ry>„:

NyS>fpsu   A„N°¡Æ  ä¡ÞQ
kpl¡bÆ (klhpf“p)  NyX$ dp¡f“]N,  bp¦Tyf
kpl¡bÆ (fps“p)  NyX$“pCV$   bp¢õhp
i¡W$ kpl¡b   kf   dp¢õey
bpC kpl¡b  d¡X$d   dpX$pd
dl¡fbp“u L$fu   Ca ey àguT  kuhy àg¡
dpa L$fp¡   A¡L$kL$eyT du   ‘pfX$p¢
“p¡L$f    bp¸e   Npfkp¢
Nfd ‘pZu   lp¡V$ hp¡V$f   v$gp¡ ip¡
W„$Xy$ ‘pZu   L$p¡ëX$ hp¡V$$f  v$gp¡ afp¡Af
“plhp“y„ ‘pZu   bp’   g b¢
‘pD    b°¡X$   g ‘¢
Qpl¡    V$u   g s¡
L$pau    L$p¸au   L$pa¡
R>fu    “pCa   Ly$sp¡
lp    ek   DC
“lu    “p¡   “p¢
dp¡V$p¡ D‘L$pf ’ep¡   ’¢L$ey h¡fu dQ d¡fku bp¢Ly$
ddpC sp¡ guõV$ Å¡C“¡ ‘l¡gp X$OpC S> Nep„ ‘Z S>¡d s¡d kdÅhu gu^p„ A¡ 

v$¡MpeQ s¡V$gy„ AOê„$$ “’u. ‘Z R>bfX$p sp¡ ‘l¡g¡’u S> iê$ ’ep. d¸X$d “¡ bv$g¡ kf 
bp¡g¡ “¡ ä¡ÞQ“¡ bv$g¡ A„N°¡Ædp„ a¡L¡$$. d¢ sp¡ ̂ pey® S> lsy„ L¡$ A¡hZ Op¡V$pgp¡ S>ê$f L$fhp“p 
‘Z dyhp“p dNS>“p A¡V$gp b^p hp„^p li¡ s¡ sp¡ d¢ õV$udf ‘f ÅÎey„.

Ap¡ hpe “kgu, ddpC guõV$ hp„Qu bp¡ëep, sy„ L„$C spfu ddpC“¡ Ly$sê„$ bysê„$ kdS>¡ 
Q iy„, L¡$ cp¢khp “¡ cp¡õey dpfu ‘pk¡ bp¡gph¡Q?  (h^y Aphsp A„L¡$)

(‘p“p “„. 16’u Qpgy)
sp¡ Al] Cfp“ v$pfpv$“u dy¿e vy$hp a¡fhC“¡ 

L$v$pQ vy$fh„v$p¡ v$pfpv$ sp¡ “l] b“¡? blpf’u 
Aph¡gy gp¡lu ky^pfp¡ ld¡ip A¡L$ kyÿd âÅ“p¡ 
d©Ðey v$„X$ R>¡. k„õL©$rs d“p¡v$ip R>¡. k„õL©$rs 
A¡V$g¡ ky^pfp¡ “l]. A“yL$fZ, ê$‘p„sf “l] 
‘Z ‘p¡sp“pdp„’u S>Þd¡gy„ AS>¡e sÐh aL$s 
‘Quk Mpg¡k ‘rhÓ v$u“v$pf S>f’p¡õsu L$fsp 
‘Qpk lÅf “pd“p ‘pfku v$u“vy$bpD aV$pD“u 
k„¿ep L$p¡Cbu fus¡ h^y AphL$pf v$peL$ “’u. S>¡ 
L$p¡ddp„ A¡L$ lÅfbu ky„v$f Æ„v$Nu NyÅf“pf-
‘fl¡S>Npf “fp¡ lp¡e, s¡ buÅ gpMp¡“u 
hõsuhpmu L$p¡d D‘f kfkpC cp¡Nhu iL¡$ R>¡. 
k„¿ep“u “S>f¡ hV$gphhp L¡$ Ap„sfÅrse gÁ“p¡ 
dpNsp lp¡Ciy„ sp¡ ‘R>u k„¿epS> h^i¡, k„õL$pf 
“l] h^¡. k„¿ep cg¡ “p“u lp¡e-kp„õL$pfuL$ 
bm Å¡CA¡. “pNf kdpS> L¡$hX$p¡ R>¡? R>sp 
s¡ JQy õ’p“ cp¡Nh¡ R>¡. s¡dp„ k„õL$pf“y„ bm 
R>¡. bß¡ âÅ“u k„¿ep kfMu Å¡CA¡. ^prd®L$ 
dpÞespAp¡dp„ ApQpf rhQpf Mprkesp¡ 
flZuL$fZudp„ r“L$V$ kpçesp Å¡CA¡. rdîZ 
OZuh¡mp “bmy ‘X¡$ R>¡ blºdsu gOydsu “¡ 
Nmu Åe R>¡. AdyL$ ‘pfkuAp¡ L$p¡d“p L$‘pm¡ 
Qp¡V$ep R>¡ L¡$ S>¡Ap¡ ‘p¡sp“u S> v$u“ A“¡ L$p¡d“p 
dyëep¡ Mp¡v$u L$pY$hp S>Þçep R>¡. Ðepf¡ Ap‘Zu 
kfkpC ‘Z Ap¡kfu S>su S>Zpe R>¡. dpV¡$S> 

hõsu h^pfhp“u 
L$[ë‘s ^Mpfp“¡ 
ÐeÆ“¡ My$v$ 
A„v$f’u õhÃR>sp 
k d p f h p “ u 

L$p¡rii h^pfhu Å¡CA¡. L$udsu S>hplufp¡ ld¡ip 
Ap¡R>p S> lp¡e.

L$p¡ddp„ lÅfp¡ Ly$hpfp Sy>hp“ “f-“pfuAp¡ 
ApS>¡ ‘fZu iL$sp “’u. s¡d“¡ S> Å¡X$pC S>hp 
dpV¡$ b“su kNhX$p¡ L$fu Ap‘uA¡ sp¡ ‘yfsy R>¡.

b¡ “f“pfu hÃQ¡ âd¡ lp¡e, sp¡ hV$gphhy„S> 
‘fZphy„S> Å¡CA¡, A¡hu v$gug sØ“ hprleps 
R>¡. â¡d ld¡ip buÅ“y„ L$ëepZ CÃR>“pfp¡ 
õhcp¡N Ap‘“pfp¡ lp¡C iL¡$ R>¡. â¡ddp„ L$X$L$ 
‘fl¡S>Npfu lp¡C iL¡$ R>¡. â¡d A¡V$g¡ k¡hp-
ÐepN-kd‘®Z ‘fõ‘f gÁ“p¡’u S> hV$gphhp’u 
S> Sy>v$u Sy>v$u L$p¡dp¡dp„ cpCb„^u h^¡ A¡ ¿epg 
Ld kdS> D‘f fQpep¡ R>¡. AL$bf“p Aphp 
^Mpfp’u sp¡ A“¡L$ fpS>‘yspZuAp¡A¡  ‘fZhp 
L$fsp Ap‘Ops L$fhp“y„ h^y ‘k„v$ L$u^y„. fpZp 
âsp‘ A“¡ s¡“p ‘v$du“u fpZu“p¡ qL$õkp¡ s¡ 
Adf bÞep¡ R>¡. Cfp“dp„ fpÅ Myifp¡-‘fh¡T“p¡ 
A¡hp S> ̂ Mpfp“p ‘qfZpd¡ ‘p¡sp“pS> k„kpfdp„ 
T¡f “p¿ey “¡ vy$:Mu ’C L$phpv$php“p cp¡N¡ dep£.

lkdyMp¡-Qrh’p¡-D‘ep¡Nu ^dpëep¡ 
blpvy$f-Ly$im-qv$“ Qyõs Mbfv$pf-
Mp“v$p“u-MyipdÐep¡-Mpdp¡iu Myibp¡v$pf-
Mybkyfs-Mybuh„sp¡ kplrkL$ h©rÑ Ap 
‘pfkuAp¡“u Ap d“p¡h©rÑ S>Zpsu lp¡e R>¡. Ap 
Mprkesp¡ Cfp“’u S>¡ Ap¡gpv$ Al] Aphu s¡“u 
byr“epv$udp„S> lsu A“¡ s¡ s¡dp„S> S>mhpC 

R>¡. buÅ ‘fpep gp¡L$dp„ s¡ Apd¡S> ’spS> s¡ 
kpd¡“p buÆ Sy>v$u spkufp¡  kp’¡ c¡mpC“¡ L$p„C 
“hy„ ce„L$f sÐh b“ph¡ R>¡.

Ap‘Zp’u buÅ bl¡sf R>¡ S> ‘Z Al] 
sp¡ õhbQph“u v$uhpg L¡$ qL$‰¡ b„v$u bp„^hp“u 
hps R>¡. gp¡ludp„ kdpe¡gu spkuf lhp ‘h““p 
a¡fapf’u v|$f ’su “’u. dpV¡$ ‘pfku L$p¡d“p¡ 
L$ç‘pDÞX$ S>¡ dyfåbu hX$ugp¡A¡ v$õsyfÆAp¡A¡ 
Apb¡v$ kpl¡bp¡A¡ Ap‘Z“¡ bp„^u Apàep¡ 
R>¡, s¡ sp¡X$hp’u d¢Y$p“p¡ “pi A“¡L $hê$Ap¡“¡ 
lp’ kl¡gpC’u ’i¡S>. v$õsyfÆ “¥ep£k„N¡ 
‘pfkuAp¡“¡ ^ufp- iyfp- hufp- Np¥fh NZpìep 
A¡ b^pdp„ Np¡ep by“uepv$u Mp“v$p“u“p¡ õhuL$pf 
lsp¡. Myv$pA¡ L$p¡C Cfpv$p’u Ap “p“L$X$u L$p¡d“u 
Mprkes Alu lÆ kpQhu R>¡. rhL$pf A“¡ 
hV$gphhp“p T“|“dp„ Å¡ A¡ sp¡Md Mp¡lu 
b¡kuiy sp¡ vy$r“epdp„ L„$C byg„v$u “l] Aph¡. ‘Z 
Ap‘Zp¡S> Ap[ÐdL$ Ap‘Ops ’i¡.

dpV¡$ cpjp bv$gu ‘p¡jpL$ bv$ëep¡. k„kpf“p¡ 
OpV$ bNpX$ep¡ Ðep„ky^u sp¡ b^y„ bpl¡f“y„ lsy„. 
‘Z Mp“v$p“u Åe sp¡ b^y S> Åe R>¡. 
aufv$p¡kuA¡ s¡’u S> dldv$ ‘pv$ipl“¡ spZp¡ 
dpf¡gp¡ L¡$, ApMf s| iplu sp¡Md“p¡ “l] s¡ sy 
Dv$pf L$ep„’u ’pe? spfp bp‘v$pv$p Aduf ls¡ 
sp¡ sy„ Adufu bsphs¡.

s¡d ‘pfku-S>f’p¡õsu‘Ï A¡ Np¡ep A¡L$ 
bpV$gudp„ cf¡gp¡ Ad©s AfL$ R>¡. bpV$gu sp¡X$u“¡ 
AfL$“¡ Ly$hpdp„ “pM¡ sp¡ s¡ L$udsu AfL$“p¡ “pi 
R>¡. ‘Ngy„ Myv$p“u dfÆ A“ykpf “l] g¡hp’u 
ce„L$f Å¡Md M¡X$pe R>¡. 

kyMu ’hp“p¡ L$L$L$p¡

¾$p¡^“¡ L$pbydp„ fpMÅ¡, L$m’u L$pd L$fÅ¡.

$dpfu“¡ M„M¡fu “pMÅ¡, Myipds “p L$fÅ¡.

Nd“¡ sd¡ Nmu S>Å¡, Nydp“’u “p afÅ¡.

Od„X$’u sd¡ O¡fpsp “p, ^fv$f“u k¡hp L$fÅ¡.

Q‘gsp Qgphsp S>Å¡, Qpd‘p¡iu“p L$fÅ¡.

T„Tphpsdp„ S|>L$u “p S>ip¡, tS>v$pqv$g’u kv$p fl¡Å¡.

V$p‘V$u‘“p L$fip¡, V$uL$p L$p„C “ L$fÅ¡.

W$phL$pC’u fl¡ip¡, v$p¡j L$p¡C“p “p Å¡ip¡.

X$fsp fl¡Å¡ Cðf’u, “uX$f b“u fl¡Å¡.

Y$Qy‘Qy d“ “ fpMip¡.

’pe sp¡ kpê„$ L$fÅ¡, ìe’® ’|„L$ “ DX$pX$ip¡.

qv$gphf qv$g’u fl¡Å¡, v$u“ vy$:rMep“u k¡hp L$fÅ¡.

^d®r“›$ b“Å¡, ^tsN L$v$u “p L$fip¡.

t“v$p“y„ “pd g¡sp “l], “urs’u kv$p fl¡Å¡.

‘fdp’} kv$p b“Å¡,  ‘f vy$:M¡ d“ ‘uNpmÅ¡.

am“u Apip hNf L$pd L$fÅ¡, aºgpC L$v$u “ fl¡ip¡.

blpvy$f sd¡ b“Å¡, “uX$f b“Å¡.

cNhp““¡ sd¡ cS>Å¡,  buÅ“u c|M cp„NÅ¡.

dNê$fu’u sd¡ “p fl¡sp, darsey„ L$v$u “p g¡ip¡.

eiõhu sd¡ ’Å¡, eyN eyN epv$Npfu sd¡ b“Å¡.

- Apbp“ ‘fh¡S> syf¡g
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A¡L$ “S>f ‘pfku dfZp¡ D‘f

Deceased
df“pf

Age
he

Date
spfuM

Address
f. W¡$.

Relations
kNpCAp¡

Mithoo Fali Billimoria
duWy„$ agu rb‰udp¡qfep

89
89

08-03-2012
fp¡S> v$A¡‘v$u“, dpl 
dl¡f$ 1381

Bandra(West), Mumbai, 400050.
L¡$/Ap¡a, A¡a. ‘u. lu‰y Ådpõ‘ spsp 
ågp¡L$k, àgp¡V$ “„. 203, 38dp¡ fp¡X$, bpÞÖp 
(h¡), dy„bC 50.

dpspr‘sp: dl¡fbpC s’p ê$õsdÆ A¡gpìep, ^Zu: agu ‘ufp¡S>ip rb‰udp¡qfep, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: ä¡“u 
‘fh¡T rl‰y, Tu“p¡buep blpvy$f kQu“hpgp, cpCbl¡“: dflºd “fudp“ Apf. A¡gpìep, kp¡gu 
Apf. A¡gpìep, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: S>¡“uaf, Åõdu“, Myiê$, hlº S>dpC:  ‘fh¡T S>¡. rl‰y, blpvy$f 
A¡d. kQu“hpgp, kpkykkfp: dflºd dl¡fbpC s’p ‘ufp¡S>ip bu‰udp¡qfep.

Gai Maneck Shroff
Npe dpZ¡L$ îp¡a

87
87

08-03-2012
fp¡S> v$A¡‘v$u“$, dpl  
dl¡f 1381

A3/26, New Khareghat Colony, 
Babulnath Road, Mumbai 400007.
A¡/3/26, Þey M$f¡OpV$ L$p¡gp¡“u, bpbyg“p’ 
fp¡X$, dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Nygbp“y s’p dflºd L¥$Myiê$  A¡d. ‘pgMuhpgp, ^Zu: dp“¡L$ ‘ufp¡S>ip îp¡a, 
v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: ‘fku dp“¡L$ îp¡a, afuv$p kpd v$õsyf, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: L$¥Tpv$ ‘fku îp¡a, ipl“pT L¥$Tpv$ 
v$fbpfu, Mp¡S>¡õs¡ kpd v$õsyf, Aprii kpd v$õsyf, ‘peg L¥$Tpv$ îp¡a, L¥$Tpv$ v$fbpfu, hlº S>dpC: 
kpd L¡$. v$õsyf, Tu“p¡buep ‘u. îp¡a, kpkykkfp: dflºd ApCdpe s’p dflºd ‘ufp¡S>ip îp¡a, N°pÞV$$ 
N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: L$peg¡ L¥$Tpv$ îp¡a, qL$ep“ L¥$Tpv$ v$fbpfu.

Katy Pesi Patel
L¡$V$u ‘¡ku ‘V¡$g

80
80

08-03-2012
fp¡S> v$A¡‘v$u“, dpl  
dl¡f 1381

29, Ruporal Apt., 7th r., Dadar 
(E), Mumbai 400014.
29, ê$‘pf¡g A¡‘pV®$, 7d¡ dpm¡, v$pv$pkpl¡b 
apmL¡$ fp¡X$, v$pv$f (C), dy„bC 14.

^Zu: dflºd ‘¡ku kp¡fpbÆ ‘V¡$g, v$uL$fp¡: “p¡iuf, kpkykkfp: dflºd dpZ¡L$bpC s’p dflºd 
kp¡fpbÆ A¡v$gÆ ‘V¡$g.

Jamshed Dhanjisha Elavia
S>di¡v$ ^“Æip A¡gpìep

56
56

07-03-2012
fp¡S>  Np¡hpv$, dpl 
dl¡f$ $1381

81-83, Bhulabhai Desai Rd., R. No. 
49, 7th r., Mumbai.
81-83, c|gpcpC v$¡kpC fp¡X$, ê$d “„. 
49, 7d¡ dpm¡, dy„bC.

dpspq‘sp: fsu s’p dflºd ̂ “Æip v$u“ipÆ A¡gpìep, ̂ ZuepZu: dflºd dl¡f S>di¡v$ A¡gpìep, 
bl¡“: fp¡i“ rhfpa hqfephp, kpkykkfp: dflºd rk‰y s’p dflºd “pdv$pf L$p¡V$hpgp.

Dhun Rusi Dalal
^“ ê$ku v$gpg

68
68

09-03-2012
fp¡S> v$u“, dpl dl¡f$ 
$1381

102-B, Twin Tower, Prabhadevi, 
Mumbai 400025.
102-bu, V$hu“ V$phf, âcpv$¡hu, 
dy„bC 25.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd ‘¡fu“bp“y s’p dflºd L¥$Myiê$ ê$õsdÆ ‘V¡$g, ^Zu: dflºd ê$ku ‘¡õs“Æ 
v$gpg, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: L¡$V$pey“ dl¡f“p¡i ‘pf¡M, L$pg® ê$ku v$gpg, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd Np¡v$f¡S> L¥$Myiê$ 
‘V¡$g, dflºd ê$ku L¥$Myiê$ ‘V¡$g, dflºd il¡ê$ “fudp“ A„L$g¡kqfep , ku‰y cuMy NpX®$, fp¡X$p kpd 
dpõsf, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: hpfiu“ dl¡f“p¡i ‘pf¡M, hlº S>dpC: dl¡f“p¡i L¡$L$u ‘pf¡M, S>ê$ L$pg® v$gpg, 
kpkykkfp: dflºd r‘fp¡Å s’p dflºd ‘¡õs“Æ A¡v$gÆ v$gpg.

Bapsy Framroz Mukadam
b¡àku afpdfp¡T dyL$pv$d

79
79

09-03-2012
fp¡S> v$u“,
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

1/3, Lady Dorab Tata Bldg., Tata 
Blocks, S.V. Road, Bandra (W), 
Mumbai 400050. 1/3,  g¡X$u v$p¡fpb 
spsp rb[ëX„$N, spsp ågp¡L$k, A¡k.hu. fp¡X$, 
bpÞÖp(h¡), dy„bC 50.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd fs“bpC s’p dflºd afpdfp¡T ‘u. dyL$pv$d, cpCbl¡“p¡: Åg, L¡$fku, bp“y 
bp¡du rQ“p¡C, dflºd A¡fQ, Mp¡fi¡v$ Aõ‘u kyM¡ihpgp, v$p¥gs qafp¡S> L$p„Np, “fNuk A¡fQ 
M„bpsp.

Bomi Sorabji Painter
bp¡du kp¡fpbÆ ‘¡ÞV$f

65
65

09-03-2012
fp¡S> v$u“,
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

I.C. Colony, Borivali (W),  
Mumbai 400103. Æ-6, fp^¡e 
rb[ëX„$N, “„. 12, A„bpC V¡$ÞL$, L$p¡ëlp‘yf.
X$u-101, rhÞV¡$S> kp¡kpeV$u, ApC.ku. 
L$p¡gp¡“u, bp¡fuhgu (h¡), dy„bC 103.

dpspr‘sp: dl¡ê$ s’p kp¡fpbÆ, ^ZuepZu: fp¡i“u, v$uL$fp¡: ‘fh¡T, cpC bl¡“: dp“¡L$, “fNuk, 
N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: l“p¡i, hlº: fídu

Khorshed Minocher 
Bhadha
Mp¡fi¡v$ du“p¡Q¡f cp^p

88 10-03-2012
fp¡S> Aiuih„O,
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

C/o. Mrs. N.V. Katila, 15/A2, 
New Khareghat Colony, Babul-
nath Rd., Mumbai 400007.
15/A¡2 Þey Mf¡OpV$ L$p¡gp¡“u, bpbyg“p’ fp¡X$, 
dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp:  dflºd v$p¡kubpC s’p dflºd ‘ufp¡S>ip X$u. rk^hp, ^Zu: du“p¡Q¡f A¡d. cp^p, v$uL$fp 
v$uL$fu: fp¡X$p cp^p, “fNuk L$V$ugp, cpCbl¡“p¡: dp¡subpC, il¡ê$, dflºd bfÅ¡fÆ, cuMpCÆ, 
S>di¡v$Æ, bl¡fpdip s¡ldyfõ‘, b‘C A“¡ bp“y C. L$V$ugp, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: ‘p¡fk, dp¡“pT, S>dpC: 
rhõ‘u L$V$ugp, kpkykkfp: dflºd “pÅdpe s’p dp“¡L$ip V$u. cp^p.

Dara Jehangir Mehta
v$pfp S>lp„Nuf dl¡sp

82
82

11-03-2012
fp¡S> Apíspv$,
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

281, Sidhwa Bldg. Princes Street, 
Mumbai 400002.
281, rk^hp rb[ëX„$N, âuÞk¡k õV²$uV$, dy„bC 
2.

dpspr‘sp: lufpbpC s’p S>lp„NufÆ kp¡fpbÆ dl¡sp, ̂ ZuepZu: fp¡i“ v$pfp dl¡sp, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: 
L¡$ídufp afp¡M cp’¡“p, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd dp¡sp s’p dflºd ‘fh¡T, S>dpC: afp¡M lp¡du cp’¡“p, 
kpkykkfp: bp“ybpC s’p v$pfbip A¡“. cp’¡“p.

Dara Kaikhushroo 
Bhesania,
v$pfp L¥$Myiê$ c¡kp“uep

92
92

11-03-2012
fp¡S> Apíspv$, 
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

N-2, Ground Floor, Nowroze 
Baug, Dr. S. S. Rao Road, Lalbaug, 
Mumbai 400012.
A¡“-2, N°pDÞX$ agp¡f, “hfp¡T> bpN, X$p¡. 
A¡k.A¡k. fph fp¡X$, gpgbpN, dy„bC 12.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Apgpdpe s’p dflºd L¥$Myiê$ “ifhp“Æ c¡kp“uep, bl¡“: v$p¡gu A¡fQ 
L$p¡ÞV²¡$L$V$f.

Nergish D. Patel
“fNui X$u. ‘V¡$g

78
78

11-03-2012
fp¡S> Apíspv$
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

A-2, Ness Baug,  Nana Chawk, 
Mumbai 400007.
A¡-2, “¡k bpN, “p“p Qp¡L$, dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: ^“dpe s’p L$phkÆ A¡fQip ‘V¡$g, ^Zu: ^“Æip r‘fp¡S>ip ‘V¡$g, v$uL$fu: dflºd 
du“y X$u. ‘V¡$g, cpCbl¡“p¡: cuMy ku. ‘V¡$g, v$u“pT S>¡. hpqX$ep, dlºd Mp¡fi¡v$ L¡$. ‘„’L$u, 
kpkykkfp: dflºd Ly$du s’p r‘fp¡S>ip ‘V¡$g.

Zarine Rusi Khambatta
Tfu“ ê$ku M„cpsp

79
79

11-03-2012
fp¡S> Apíspv$
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

607-B, Sorab House, Khareghat 
Road, Parsi Colony, Dadar(E), 
Mumbai 400014.
607, kp¡fpb lpDk, Mf¡OpV$ fp¡X$, ‘pfku 
L$p¡¡gp¡“u, v$pv$f (C), dy„bC 14.

dpspr‘sp: Nyg s’p Åg A¡fQip A¡[ÞS>r“ef, ^ZuepZu: ê$ku kp¡fpbÆ M„bpsp, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: 
a¡ê$Tp“, AfTp“, afTu“, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“:  ‘¡Tp“¡, V$uep“p, hlº S>dpC: fiuv$ Apf. kyfsu, Myí“ydp 
A¡. M„bpsp, kpkykkfp: kp¡fpbÆ M„bpsp, ^“dpe M„bpsp.

Zarin Khurshed Shroff
Tfu“ Myfi¡v$ îp¡a

74
74

11-03-2012
fp¡S> Apíspv$, dpl 
dl¡f$ $1381

7/103, Behram Baug, Parsi 
Colony, Jogeshwari(W), Mumbai 
400102.
7/103, bl¡fpd bpN, ‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u, 
Å¡N¡ðfu (h¡), dy„bC 400102.

dpspr‘sp: Ly$dpdpe s’p bl¡fpdip lp¡X$uhpgp, ^Zu: Myfi¡v$ X$u. îp¡a, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: Aõ‘u L¡$. îp¡a, 
“ugyaf X$u. hpqX$ep, lºafui L¡$. CV$prgep, cpCbl¡“p¡: kpd bu. lp¡X$uhpgp, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: Tf$kuk 
X$u. hpqX$ep, ‘fh¡T L¡$. CV$prgep, dpõV$f Tfhp“ A¡. îp¡a, hlº S>dpC: v$pv$u L¡$. hpqX$ep, Myiê$ ku. 
CV$prgep, Myí“ydp A¡. îp¡a, kpkykkfp: Apgpdpe s’p Aõ‘„v$uepf îp¡a.
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Deceased
df“pf

Age
he

Date
spfuM

Address
f. W¡$.

Relations
kNpCAp¡

Sarah Minocher Lawyer 
kpfpl du“p¡Q¡f gp¡ef

72
72

12-03-2012
fp¡S> Apkdp“$
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

601, Sinclair Appt., 95, Hill Road, 
Bandra(W), Mumbai 400050.
601, ku“L$g¡f A¡‘pV®$, 95, lug fp¡X$, bpÞÖp 
(h¡), dy„bC 50.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd S>fbp“y s’p dflºd ‘ufp¡S>ip dp“¡L$Æ X²$pChf, ^ZuepZu: dflºd du“p¡Q¡f 
L$phk gp¡ef, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: dflºd X$p¡. iufu“S>f du“p¡Q¡f gp¡ef, cpCbl¡“p¡: Nyg, s¡ldu“p, ä¡“u, 
gugu, fp¡Tu, agu, dflºd Ly$“¡, kfp¡i, kpkykkfp: dflºd du. A“¡ dukuk L$phk gp¡ef.

Katy Faredoon 
Mahuvewalla
L¡$V$u af¡vy$“ dlºh¡hpgp

89
89

12-03-2012
fp¡S> Apkdp“$
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

Kenedy Bridge, Girgaum, 
Mumbai 400004.
ag¡V$ “„. 302, cpÁegÿdu rb[ëX„$N, 3S>¡ 
dpm¡, L¡$“¡X$u b°uS>, NufNpd, dy„bC 4.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd ^“dpe s’p dflºd afpdfp¡S> Afv$¡iuf NTv$f, ^Zu: dflºd af¡vy$“ L$phkÆ 
dlºh¡hpgp, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: hufp ‘„X$p¡g, Tybu“ dlºh¡hpgp, s“pT dlºh¡hpgp, “u“p dyNpi¡W$, 
cpCbl¡“p¡: Apgy NTv$f, ä¡“u rk^hp, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: dpëL$d ‘„X$p¡g, ‘fku ‘„X$p¡g, T¡Þv$ dyNpk¡W$, 
fp¡np“¡ dyNpk¡W$, hlº S>dpC: qafp¡T ‘„X$p¡g, Ædu dyNpk¡W$, A“prlsp dlºh¡hpgp, kpkykkfp: dflºd 
rifu“bpC s’p L$phkÆ dlºh¡hpgp.

Arnavaz Faredun Aga
Af“hpT af¡vy$“ ApNp

76
76

13-03-2012
-

 Thakur Village, Kandivali(E), 
Mumbai 400101.
ag¡V$ “„. 1904, V$phf 2, Q¡g¡ÞS>f L$p¡-
Ap¡‘. lpDk]N kp¡kpeV$u, W$pLy$f rhg¡S>, 
L$p„qv$hgu (C), dy„bC 400101.

dpspr‘sp: fp¡X$p s’p dflºd ê$õsd af¡vy$“ ApNp, ^Zu: dflºd L¡$àV$“. af¡vy$“ S>di¡v$ ApNp, v$uL$fp 
v$uL$fu: Myi“yd v$pê$Mp“phpgp, Sy>bu“ dl¡sp, ê$L$u auV$f, cpCbl¡“p¡: lp¡iu ê$õsd ApNp, N°¡ÞX$ 
rQëX²$“: fp¡np“ auV$f, ipl“pT auV$f, “p¥ipkAp„v$ “pTbp“ v$pê$Mp“phpgp, Aprii dl¡sp, ä¡X$u 
auV$f, hlº S>dpC: dpëL$d v$pê$Mp“phpgp, Tybu“ dl¡sp, My$iê$ auV$f, kpkykkfp: dflºd Tu“p¡buep 
s’p dflºd S>di¡v$ af¡vy$“ ApNp.

Phiroze D. Mody
qafp¡T X$u. dp¡v$u

70
87

14-03-2012
fp¡S> S>rdepv$$, dpl  
dl¡f 1381

A-1, Mistry Bldg., Opp. M. D. 
College, Parel, Mumbai 400012.
A¡-1, du”u rb[ëX„$N, A¡d.X$u. L$p¡g¡S>“u 
kpd¡, ‘f¡g, dy„bC 12.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd S>fbp“y s’p dflºd v$pv$ubp dp¡v$u, ^ZuepZu: L¡$V$u dp¡v$u, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd 
Av$u X$u. dp¡v$u, dflºd qv$Þepf X$u. dp¡v$u, v$uL$fp¡: kpefk dp¡v$u, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: S>¡“uaf dp¡v$u, hlº: 
hplbuT dp¡v$u, kpkykkfp: dflºd Aõ‘„v$uepf L$p‘X$uep, dflºd “fNukbp“y L$p‘X$uep.

Mazda Kaizad Dumasia
dTv$p L¥$Tpv$ Xy$drkep

16
16

14-03-2012
fp¡S> dpf¡õ‘„v$, dpl  
dl¡f 1381

A/2 Rustom Baug, Sant Savta 
Marg, Byculla, Mumbai 400027.
A¡/2 ê$õsd bpN, k„s kphsp dpN®, 
cpeMgp, dy„bC 27.

dpspr‘sp: il¡“pT s’p L¥$Tpv$ lp¡iu Xy$dõep, cpCbl¡“p¡: DL$ip“ s’p dflºd Tuek

Zubin Dara Patel
Tybu“ v$pfp ‘V¡$g

45
45

29-02-2012
fp¡S>  v$A¡‘dl¡f$, 
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

S.V.Road, Andheri(W), Mumbai 
400058. Ap¡/13, ip‘yfÆ cê$Qp bpN, 
A¡k.hu. fp¡X$, A„^¡fu (h¡), dy„bC 58.

dpspq‘sp: ä¡“u s’p v$pfp L$phkÆ ‘V¡$g, ^ZuepZu: L$ídufp Tybu“ ‘V¡$g, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: qäep 
Sy>bu“ ‘V¡$g, afTp“ Tybu“ ‘V¡$g, cpCbl¡“p¡: dlpê$M Tybu“ kysfuep, kpkykkfp: A¡du ‘fh¡T 
kbphpgp.

Jamshed Ardeshir Maswa 
S>di¡v$ Afv$¡iuf dkhp

91
91

15-03-2012
fp¡S> A“¡fp“, dpl 
Aphp$ $1381

14/4 Panthaky Baug, Andheri 
Kurla Road, Andheri(E), Mumbai 
400069. 14/4, ‘„’L$u bpN, A„^¡fu (C), 
dy„bC 69.

dpspr‘sp: rifu“ s’p Afv$¡iuf dkhp (dp¡bpfL$pC),  ^ZuepZu: lp¡dpe S>dp¡v$ dkhp (Cfp“u), 
v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: Ådpk, ê$õsd>, “ugyaf, dflºd bl¡fpd, cpCbl¡“p¡: bp“y Mp¡v$pv$pv$, dflºd ‘¡fu“ 
suf„v$pT, dflºd Afv$¡iuf suf„v$pT, dflºd Nygê$M Aõ‘u, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: b¡“pT, ê$L$iu“, s¡ldV$“, 
L¥$“pT, hlº S>dpC: ‘u“pT, rifu“, L¥$L$p¡bpv$, kpkykkfp: Afv$¡iuf Apfõsp“u Np¡hf.

Jehangir Savaksha Peddar
S>lp„Nuf kphL$ip ‘¡X$$f

85
85

15-03-2012
fp¡S> A“¡fp“
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

2/A, Sonawalla Bldg., 3Rd Floor, 
Tardeo Road, Mumbai 400007.
2/A¡, ky“phpgp rb[ëX„$N, 3S>¡ dpm¡, spfv$¡h 
fp¡X$, dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Npedpe s’p kphL$ip ‘¡X$$f, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd “fNuk kphL$ip ‘¡X$$f.

Aban Noshir Mistry
Apbp“ “p¡iuf du”u

77
77

15-03-2012
fp¡S> A“¡fp“,
dpl dl¡f$ $1381

Block-R, Room No 36, Nowrose 
Baug, Dr. S.S. Road, Lalbaug, 
Mumbai-400012. ågp¡L$-Apf, ê$d “„. 
36, “hfp¡T bpN, gpgbpN, dy„bC 12.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd bp“ybpC s’p dflºd qafp¡Tip cpÆhpgp, ̂ Zu: dflºd “p¡iuf bfÅ¡fÆ du”u, 
v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: L¡$fku “p¡iuf du”u, S>¡kuL$p Åõ‘f L$V¡$gu, Åõdu“ k„S>e cpV$uep, cpCbl¡“p¡: 
dflºd S>lp„bn  v$u“ip, i¡ê$ X$u. cê$Qp, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: Tu“uep Åõ‘f L$V¡$gu, k„S>“p A¡k. 
cpV$uep, hlº S>dpC: Åõ‘f “p¡iuf L$V¡$gu, k„S>e cpV$uep, kpkykkfp: dflºd bp“ybpC s’p 
bfÅ¡fÆ du”u.

Jemi Behramsha Wadia
S>¡du bl¡fpdip hpqX$ep

65
65

16-03-2012
fp¡S>  lp¡fdTv$,
dpl Aphp$ $1381

12/1288, Machhlipith, Shapore, 
Surat, 396003. 12/1288, dTgu‘uW$, 
ipl‘p¡f, kyfs 396003

dpspr‘sp: dflºd i¡fpdpe s’p dflºd bl¡fpdip ê$õsdÆ hpqX$ep, ^ZuepZu “fNuk S>¡du 
hpqX$ep, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: L¥$“pT S>¡du hpqX$ep, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd lp¡i„N bl¡fpdip hpqX$ep, kpkykkfp: 
dflºd v$u“pdpe s’p afpdfp¡T du”u.

Hilla Keki Dadachanji
lu‰p L¡$L$u v$pv$pQp“Æ

95
95

17-03-2012
fp¡S> bld“ 
dpl Aphp$ $1381

761, Najamai Mansion, M.Joshi 
Road, Dadar Parsi Colony, Mum-
bai 400014. 761, “pÅdpe d¡Þi“, A¡d. 
Å¡iu fp¡X$, v$pv$f ‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u, dy„bC 14.

dpspr‘sp: Ly„$hfbpC s’p “hfp¡Æ bpdÆ, ^Zu: L¡$L$u ê$õsdÆ v$pv$pQp“Æ, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: fp¡i“u, 
Tfu“, v$u“ip, epõdu“, cpCbl¡“p¡: Mp¡fi¡v$, “pSy>, “fNuk, du“y, i¡ê$, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: k“pep 
kyrâep, Å¡“, V$ud, S>di¡v$, l“pl hlº S>dpC: q¾$õV$p¡af, k“p¡V$, L$ud, kpkykkfp: S>fbpC s’p 
ê$õsdÆ v$pv$pQp“Æ.

Erach Hormusji Daruwalla
A¡fQ lp¡fdkÆ v$pê$hpgp

89
89

17-03-2012
fp¡S> -
dpl Aphp$ $1381

Bandra, Mumbai 400050. àgp¡V$ “„. 
95, fTuep d„Tug, âp¡. Agd¡X$p fp¡X$, bpÞÖp, 
dy„bC 50.

dpspr‘sp: kpfp s’p lp¡fdkÆ, ^ZuepZu b¿sphf (bL$gy), v$uL$fuAp¡ dl¡f, S>f,cpCbl¡“p¡: 
dflºd N¡h, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: dpep, S>¡lp“, kfp¡i, Dh}.

Jehanbux Meherwan Mun-
degar (Irani),
S>lp„bn dl¡fhp“ dp¡ÞX¡$Npf (Cfp“u)

75
75

18-03-2012
fp¡S> Afv$ubl¡õs
dpl Apv$f$ $1381

Q-29, Godrej Baug, Off Nepean-
sea Road, Mumbai 400026. ¼e|-29, 
Np¡v$f¡S> bpN, “¡‘ueÞku fp¡X$ ‘pk¡, dy„bC 26.

dpspr‘sp: Af“hpT s’p dl¡fhp“ dp¡ÞX¡$Npf (Cfp“u), ^ZuepZu: rifu“ S>lp„bn dp¡ÞX¡$Npf 
(Cfp“u), v$uL$fp v$uL$fu, Af“hpT, X¡$g“pT, “pTbu“, cpCbl¡“p¡: d“u, fp¡i“, lp¡i„N, ‘¡ku, 
N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: AÆsp, Apep®, Apê$i, Aep“, hlº S>dpC: A¡ip“, dl¡fTpv$, fp¡l“, kpkykkfp: 
dflºd NygQ¡f L¡$L$u Cfp“u, L¡$L$u Cfp“u

A¡L$ “S>f ‘pfku dfZp¡ D‘f

All details of the above Paidast are courtesy the www.bpppaidast.in
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A¡L$ “S>f ‘pfku dfZp¡ D‘f

Roshan Shapur Sethna
fp¡i“ ip‘yf k¡W$“p

86
86

18-03-2012
fp¡S> Afv$ubl¡õs$
dpl Aphp $1381

Mekawee Mansion, Flat D, 4Th 
Floor, Gunbow St., Fort, Mumbai 
400001. 
d¡L$phu d¡Þi“, ag¡V$ X$u, 4’¡ dpm¡, N“bp¡ õV²$uV$, 
ap¡V®$, dy„bC 1.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Np¡hf s’p dflºd S>lp„Nuf Cfp“u, ^Zu: dflºd ip‘yf fs“ip k¡W$“p, v$uL$fp 
v$uL$fu: ‘fkuk, hpqX$ep, “¡hug L¡$V$pey“ Cfp“u, L$pg®, cpCbl¡“p¡: kp¡gu ê$ku, v$pfp, A¡du h¡ky“p, 
bp¡du, dflºd “p¡iuf A“¡ dlpê$M, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: Tybu“, kp¡lfpb, qfipv$, “spip, hê$“, v$p“¡i, 
hlº S>dpC: afp¡M hpqX$ep, aflpv$ Cfp“u, “u“p k¡W$“p, kpkykkfp: Apgpdpe s’p fs“ip k¡W$“p.

Behram Mahiyar Irani
bl¡fpd dprlepf Cfp“u

76
76

19-03-2012
fp¡S> il¡f¡hf, dpl 
Apv$f$1381

B-402, Ahuna Bldg., Edulji Road, 
Charai, Thane, 400601. bu-402, 
Alº“p rb[ëX„$N, A¡v$gÆ fp¡X$, QfpC, ’p“¡.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd r‘fp¡Å s’p dflºd dprlepf Apf. Cfp“u, ^ZuepZu: d¡lê$ bu. Cfp“u, 
v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: aflpv$ bu. Cfp“u, dl¡f„NuT ‘u. Cfp“u, Aõ‘u bu. Cfp“u, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd 
Nyõspv$, Aõ‘u, af¡vy$“, ê$ku, ip‘yf, dflºd rifu“, lp¡dpe, d¡lê$, Mp¡fi¡v$, Nyg“pf, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: 
S>õV$u“, “spgu, dlpê$M, hlº S>dpC: ‘fku L$p¡ÞV²¡$L$V$f, ‘uÞL$u Cfp“u, kpkykkfp: Mp¡v$pbn 
Cfp“u, bp“y Cfp“u.

Khorshed Kaikhusharu 
Meherji
Mp¡fi¡v$ L¥$Myiê$ dl¡fÆ

80
80

19-03-2012
fp¡S> il¡f¡hf$
dpl Apv$f$ $1381

Godrej Building, Contractor Baug, 
Room No 18, 3Rd Floor, Mori 
Road, Mahim 400016. Np¡v$f¡S rb[ëX„$N, 
L$p¡ÞV²¡$L$V$f bpN, ê$d “„. 18, 3S>¡ dpm¡, dp¡fu 
fp¡X$, dy„bC 16.>

dpspr‘sp: dflºd dl¡fbpC s’p dflºd L¥$Myiê$ lufÆcpC dl¡fÆ, cpCbl¡“p¡: Apgy L¥$Myiê$ 
dl¡fÆ

Roshan Sorab Khajotia
fp¡i“ kp¡fpb MÅ¡qV$ep

75
75

20-03-2012
fp¡S> il¡f¡hf$
dpl Aphp$ $1381

P-17, Cusrow Baug, Colaba Caus-
way, Sahid Bhagat Singh Road, 
Colaba, Mumbai 400001.
‘u-17, Myifp¡ bpN, L$p¡gpbp L$p¡Th¡, iluv$ 
cNs tkN fp¡X$, L$p¡gpbp, dy„bC 1.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd S>¡ê$ s’p dflºd L¥$Myiê$ d¡S>f, ^Zu: kp¡fpb lp¡fdkÆ MÅ¡qV$ep, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: 
fp¡np“ “pNfhpgp, i¡fp¡“ MÅ¡qV$ep, cpCbl¡“p¡: Ædu L¡$. d¡S>f, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: L$pg® “pNfhpgp, 
‘¡ip“ MÅ¡qV$ep, S>dpC: lp¡du MÅ¡qV$ep, kpkykkfp: dflºd S>fbpC s’p lp¡fdkÆ MÅ¡qV$ep. 

Gool Peshotan Unwalla
Nyg ‘¡ip¡s“ D“hpgp

87
87

21-03-2012
fp¡S> Aõa„v$pdv$®$
dpl Aphp$ $1381

Wimbridge House, 3Rd Floor, 
20-D Sleater Road, Nr.Girton 
School, Mumbai 40007.
hudb°uT lpDk, 3S>¡ dpm¡, 20-X$u, õg¡ef 
fp¡X$, NV®$“ õLy$g“u “ÆL$, dy„bC 7.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd s¡ldu“p s’p dflºd ‘¡ip¡s“ D“hpgp, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd S>di¡v$ ‘u. D“hpgp, 
dflºd ä¡“u qafp¡T bpdÆ, dflºd kp¡fpb (kp¡gu) ‘u. D“hpgp.

Daulat Sohrab Irani
v$p¥gs kp¡lfpb Cfp“u

79
79

20-03-2012
fp¡S> Aõa„v$pdv$®$
dpl Aphp$ $1381

Khushroo Irani Bldg., 109 G. 
Ward, 1St Floor Flat No 5, New 
Bhangarwadi Rd., Lonavla Dist., 
Pune, 410401. Myiê$ Cfp“u rb[ëX„$N, 109 
Æ hpX®$, 1g¡ dpm¡ ‘g¡V$ “„. 5, Þey c„NpfhpX$u 
fp¡X$, gp¡“phgp X$uõV$uL$V$, ‘y“¡ 410401

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Np¡hf ssp dflºd kp¡lfpb Aõ‘„v$uepf Cfp“u, ^Zu: dflºd kp¡lfpb lp¡fdkÆ 
Cfp“u, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: lp¡fdT, rifu“ S>edyg ipdÆ, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd Cfp“v$p¡¿s ip‘yf Cfp“u, 
kpkykkfp: lp¡fdkÆ Cfp“u.

ê$X$uê$‘pmu kgpl
d“dp„ cg¡, r“fpip kl¡hpe, 

Myipg lpõe S>¡hy„, L$p¡C dp¡lL$ “’u!

s“ ‘f Qpl¡, v$pNu“p ‘l¡fpe,

kyiug QpqfÓ, S>¡hu L$p¡C fp¡“L$ “’u!

S>Nsdp„ i”p¡ kf„Åd MX$L$pe,

MQus byfpC S>¡hy„ L$p¡C OpsL$ “’u,

cgpC L$e£, sp¡ Myv$“y„ cgy ’pe.

‘yÎe S>¡hu ê$X$u L$p¡C AphL$ “’u!

qaL$f tQsp’u, lspi ’hy„,

s¡ Apv$du dpV¡$, bflL$ “’u,

Æ„v$Nu“p¡ dpN® R>¡ L$p„V$pmp¡

dp“hÆh“ ku^u fpl, L¡$ kX$L$ “’u!

- S>lp„Nuf dpMÞep

Aphp„ drl“p¡ A“¡ Aphp„ fp¡S> (sp. 25-3-12) A¡V$g¡ Aphp„“y„ ‘fb

‘rhÓ Aphp Afv$hukyfbp“y rhj¡ Ap Nus d¢ g¿ey„ Ðepf¡ NpeL$“¡ c[¼scphdp„ Xy$bpX$u 

v$¡ A¡hp dpfp dp“usp fpN iuf„S>“udp„ S> Npey„ lsy„. ‘f„sy ‘pfku â¡nL$p¡“¡ Nfbp¡ Nphp“y„ 

h^y aphsy„ lp¡hp’u A¡S> fpN“¡ Qpgsu“p Y$pmdp„ ê$‘p„sfus L$fu s’p NpC“¡ dpfp„ L$us®“p¡dp„ 

gp¡L$râe b“pìey„ lsy„.

Aphp Afv$hukyf bp“y“p¡ Nfbp¡
Aphp„ Afv$hukyfbp“y b¡f¡kpv$; v$qfe¡ S>C“¡ Ly$h¡ S>C“¡ dp„NuA¡ dyfpv$

‘pZu D‘f dyhL$L$g af¡õsp sy„ Aphp„.

“v$u-Ly$hp kpNf“y„ sy„ ê$‘ R>¡ Aphp„

‘rhÓpC-Qp¡L$MpC“u r“ip“u W$f¡ sy„ Aphp„

A„sf Adpfp„“¡ kpa L$fu v$¡ sy Aphp„

‘p‘p¡“¡ vy$:Mp¡’u DNpfu v$¡ sy„ Aphp„

dyfpv$p¡ “¡L$u“u bf gphu v$¡ sy„ Aphp„

Aphp Afv$hukyf..

-g¡ML$, NpeL$, L$us®“L$pf, ‘fh¡T L$pÓL$

All details of the above Paidast are courtesy the www.bpppaidast.in

Veera Bakhtyar 
Poonewalla
hufp b¿Ðepf ‘y“¡hpgp

66
66

13-03-2012 502, Saileshwar Apartments,  
Fatima Nagar, Pune 411013.

Khonam Fali Irani
Mp¡“d agu Cfp“u

78
78

14-03-2012 27, Sholapur Bazaar Road, 
Pune 411001.

Jamshed Darashah Cooper
S>di¡v$ v$pfpip Ly$‘f

87
87

18-03-2012 B/8, Geeta Society, Synagogue 
Street, Pune 411001.

Paidast from Poona Parsi Panchayat

s“, d“, ÆNf“¡ kp¢‘u“¡, 

cqL$s L$fp¡ eTv$p“;

Mf¡ “l] Ap S>Nsdp„, 

lºL$d rh“p A¡L$ ‘p“

lºL$d rh“p “ cfu iL¡$,

“pQuT A¡L$ L$v$d,

lºL$d rh“p “ L$p¡C L$v$u, 

M¢Qu iL¡$ A¡L$ v$d.

A¡hp A¡L$“¡ cyg¡ d“, S>¡ 

kh®i[¼sdp“;

“¡ d¢ L$u^y„“u sy“sy“u,

hNpX¡$ R>¡ CÞkp“!

b^y„ R>p¡X$u S>hp“y„ R>¡

dykpauf! ^d®ipmpdp„, kv$p L$p¡C“¡ fl¡hp“y„ R>¡? AS>g“p¡ O„V$ hpÁep¡ L¡$ bRbi R>p¡X$u S>hp“y„ R>¡.

kÅìep dl¡gp¡ v$fbpfu, ‘fÎep¡ Mybkyfs “pfu, bÃQp„dp„ qv$g v$uhp“y„ R>¡? b^y„ R>p¡X$u S>hp“y„ R>¡

dþey„ kÞdp“ L¡$ A‘dp“, dþep¡ Vy$L$X$p¡, dþey„ rdô$p“,kyM vy$:M iy„ L$l¡hp“y„ R>¡? b^y„ R>p¡X$u S>hp“y„ R>¡

b“¡ sy„ f„L$ L¡$ fpep, S>Ns“u âus OZu dpep, hpv$m“u Qpgsu R>pep, gpìep¡ sy„ dpV$u“u L$pep,

’hp“y„, “p ’hp“y„ R>¡? b^y„ R>p¡X$u S>hp“y„ R>¡, Nê$fu ip D‘f L$fi¡? dyL¡$gp¡ v$d afu cfi¡?

cgpC“p L$pdp¡ S>¡ L$fi¡, du“p¡C Æ„v$Nu ^fi¡, “¡L$u rh“p iy„ fl¡hp“y„ R>¡? b^y„ R>p¡X$u S>hp“y„ R>¡.

“ lºriepfu L„$C M‘ gpN¡, ‘uiuepfu â’d cpN¡, L$fZu Qpgu kf¥“u ApN¡, lukpbp¡ ^d®“p dp„N¡,

sy„ ‘„Mu L„$C lhp“y„ R>¡? b^y„ R>p¡X$u S>hp“y„ R>¡. âus“p¡ v$d kv$p cfS>¡, vy$:Mu“p„ vy$:M b^p„ lfS>¡

chkpNf kyM¡’u sfS>¡, Myv$p“u epv$dp„ dfS>¡, Æh“ A¡hy„ S> kp¡lp“y„ R>¡, b^y„ R>p¡X$u S>hp“y„ R>¡.



‘pfku kdpS>dp„ blº S> QQp®sp¡ 
v$f¡L$ a¡dugudp„ dpbp‘“¡ dy„Thsp¡ 
A¡L$S> khpg A¡ lp¡e R>¡ L¡$ 
S>dCÆ kuÝ^p Dsfi¡ L¡$?? 
v$uL$fu“p gÁ“ dpV¡$ dyfsuep¡ 
L¡$hp¡ “uL$m¡ A¡ A¡L$ âp¡åg¡d 
lp¡e R>¡. v$f¡L$ S>Z ‘p¡s‘p¡sp“u 
kdS> ÅZL$pfu âdpZ¡ ‘p¡sp“p¡ 
Ap¡‘u“ue“ Ap‘¡ R>¡. R>p¡L$fp“u L¡$ 

s¡“p a¡dugu“u Mbf L$pY¡$ sp¡ OZp S>Zp apQf dpfhphpgp s¥epf 
lp¡e R>¡. ‘f„sy Ap b^pdp„ v$uL$fu“u d„du“p¡ r“Z®e apC“g NZpe 
R>¡ A¡“u kÑp sp¡ kyâud L$p¡V®$ L$fsp„ ‘Z h^pf¡ gpN¡ R>¡. ‘R>u hgZ 
bv$gpe R>¡. A¡ bpbv$dp„ A¡hZ hX$ug NZpe R>¡.
ANpD“p S>dp“pdp„ ‘pfkuAp¡ bp‘“u ¾¡$X$uV$ ‘f ‘fZsp 
dpZ¡L$Æ“p¡ R>p¡L$fp¡ L¡$ Mp“blpvy$f L$phkÆ“p¡ R>p¡L$fp¡, bp‘¡ L¡$V$gu 
duëL$s b“ph¡gu hpX$ub„Ngp AphL$ rhN¡f¡ Å¡C“¡ R>p¡L$fu Ap‘u 
v$¡sp. v$uL$fp“u AphX$s AphL$ ¾¡$X$uV$ ‘f “tl, ‘Z R>p¡L$fpAp¡ 
S>hpbv$pfu bfpbf r“cphu iL$sp “tl lsp. ‘f„sy kde bv$gpC 
Nep¡. 1964 ‘R>u ‘pfku R>p¡L$fuAp¡“u AphL$ ‘pfku R>p¡L$fpAp¡ 
L$fsp„ 70% h^pf¡ ’C A¡d dpgd ‘X$sy„ lsy„. R>p¡L$fuAp¡ h^pf¡ 
iuMu A“¡ X$bg L$dpsu ’C R>¡ A“¡ ‘pfku R>p¡L$fpAp¡ ^p¡fZ “uQy„ 
Ney„ R>¡. L$çàeyV$f“p Ap S>dp“pdp„ OÏ„ bv$gpey„ R>¡.
A¡V$g¡ S> ‘fZsu ‘pfku R>p¡L$fuAp¡ khpg L$fhp gpNu L¡$ R>p¡L$fp“u 

‘p¡sp“u AphL$ 
iy„ R>¡? A¡“u 
‘pk¡ ‘p¡sp“p¡ 
ag¡V$ R>¡ L¡$$ 
A¡ L$ped“u 
S > h pb v $ p f u 
k„cpmu iL¡$ 
s¡d R>¡ L¡$? A¡ 
iy„ d„dp bp¡e R>¡? 
CÞX$u‘¡ÞX$ÞV$ R>¡ 
L¡$ “l]? Ðep„S> 
OZp„ R>p¡L$fpAp¡ 
L$gu“bp¡ëX$ ’C Åe R>¡.
Äep„ky^u Ap khpgp¡“p k„sp¡¡jL$pfL$ S>hpb dm¡ “l] Ðep„ ky^u b¡ÞX$ 
hpN¡ “l]. b„^ ‘X¡$gp¡ Apëåg¡kbpN A„^pfp¡, L$pmp¡ ip„s v$¡Mpe 
R>¡, L¡$V$ff“p ipl bbfQu 6 aŸV$“u Qphg a¡fhhp“p dp¡V$p QdQp 
kp’¡ b¡L$pf r“fpi b¡W¡$gp v$¡Mpe R>¡. ‘Z Ap khpgp¡“p S>hpb 
dmsp syf„s Apëåg¡k bpN ld¡ip“u S>¡d ÁguV$f]N ’C Åe R>¡ 
A“¡ b¡ÞX$bpÅ hpNhp iê$ ’C Åe R>¡, bd“Æ A“¡ ê$õsdÆ“¡ 
“pL$ c]S>hu g¡hp“u sL$ dmu Åe R>¡ A“¡ kp¡kpeV$u“u ”uAp¡“¡ 
õguhg¡k, b¡L$g¡k L$‘X$p ‘l¡fhp“u sL$ dmu Åe R>¡. b¥fpAp¡“u 
L$pfkpÆ k¡ÞV$f Ap¡a AV²¡$L$i“ ’C Åe R>¡. L$‘g dp¢Op l“ud|“ 
D‘f S>sy„ fl¡ R>¡. kp¥ kpê„$ s¡“y„ R>¡hV$ kpê„$ hpsphfZ àg¡kÞV$ b“u 

Åe R>¡ A“¡ S>dCÆ b¥fu“p s’p kpky dpe“p 
gpX$L$p b“u Åe R>¡. Ap kdedp„ b^pS> Æsu Nep 
lp¡e A¡d huL$V$fu dgu Åe R>¡.k„kpf k¡L$fu“ L$fsp 
‘Z h^pf¡ duW$p¡ dpgd ‘X¡$ R>¡.  ‘Z S>¡ QdL$¡ s¡ 
b^y„ S> kp¡“y “’u lp¡sy„. dpV¡$ S> “hkpfu“p blºS> 
â¡L$V$uL$g ‘pfkuAp¡ gyÞkuLy$C“p bp„L$X$p ‘f b¡ku 
kgpl Ap‘¡ R>¡ L¡$ Å¡h bphp Å¡ sd¡ b¥fpAp¡ kp’¡ 
ApX$p apV$ep sp¡ sdpê„$ L$p¡C vy$íd““y„ Aphu bÞey„ lp¡e 
s¡d S> kdÅ¡.sd¡ Æh““u V²¡$L$ ‘f ku^pS> QpgÅ¡ 
S>fp„bu hpL$p„Q|L$p Qpëep sp¡ NbX$u ‘X$ip¡. A¡V$g¡ 
‘pfkuAp¡A¡ ‘p¡sp“u gpeL$ps Åmhu fpMu Ap¥fcu 
h^pfhp“u S>ê$f R>¡. gÁ“‘R>u b^y„ S>$ A¡X$S>õV$ 
L$fhy„ ‘X$i¡. riL$pf L$f“¡ L$p¡ Ape¡ My$v$ lu riL$pf lp¡ L$f 
Qg¡. Ly$R> Mp¡ cu v$uep Ly$R> ‘p cu guep. Ability 
to understand and cooperate is the 
key to successful married life. sp¡  Apep 
kdS>d¡!! qv$g gNp“p Apkp“ l¥, r“cp“p dyíL$ug. 
Ly$R> ‘p“¡ L¡$ gue¡ Ly$R> Mp¡“p ‘X$sp l¥.

21Apfpd“u ‘mp¡dp„...
ir“hpf, dpQ® 24, 2012

ApS>“p¡ kyrhQpf
cgp¡ lsp¡, cy„X$p¡ lsp¡, A¡V$gy„ S> fl¡i¡ “pd;

epv$ Myv$p“u lfv$d L$fuA¡, “¡L$u“p„ L$fuA¡ L$pd.

Nygpb ‘X$ey„ NV$fdp„, 

Å¡h vy$L$p“ AÑpf;

kyk„Ns Myibp¡cfu, 

Ly$k„Ns L$f¡ Myhpf.

dlrj® Aby sp¡fpb kpl¡b afdph¡ R>¡ L¡$ * âh©rÑ“p dpN®dp„ Qpghp 

S>¡hy„ Ar“ô$L$pfL$ kp^L$“¡ dpV¡$ buSy>„ L$p„C S> “’u; s¡dp„ ‘Z hmu 

AkÐe“¡ dpN£ Qpghp’u sp¡ kp^L$“u S>¡V$gu vy$N®rs ’pe R>¡, s¡V$gu 

buÆ L$p¡C fus¡ ’su “’u. * A„s:L$fZdp„ V$u‘p„ S>¡V$gy„ ‘Z kp„kpqfL$ 

tQs“ fp¿ey„ lp¡e, Ðep„ ky^u, dpZk Cðf“u âkßsp d¡mhu iL$sp¡ 

“’u. * Äepf¡ Cðf c¼s, kÐer“›$p’u Myv$p“u c[¼sdp„ Å¡X$pe R>¡, 

Ðepf¡ Apf„cdp„ S> c[¼s“u d^yfsp“p¡ õhpv$ s¡“¡ A“ychpe R>¡. * 

Äepf¡ kp^L$ rhiyÝ^ â¡d‘yh®L$ kp^“pdp„ Å¡X$pe R>¡, Ðepf¡ Apf„cdp„S> 

A“y›$p““u d^yfsp“p¡  õhpv$ s¡“¡ A“ychpe R>¡. * Äepf¡ kp^L$ rhiyÝ^ 

â¡d ‘|h®L$ kp^“pdp„ Å¡X$pe R>¡, Ðepf¡ Apf„cdp„S> A“y›$p““u d^yfsp“p¡ 

õhpv$ s¡“¡ A“ychpe R>¡. * sdp¡ ip„rs A“¡ Ap“„v$“¡ ip¡^sp„ afp¡ R>p¡, 

‘Z s¡ Ap k„kpfdp„’u sp¡ sd“¡ s¡ dghp“p “’u S>, L¡$d L¡$ A¡ bß¡ 

hõsyAp¡ sp¡ Cðf“p S> c„X$pfdp„ fl¡gu QuÅ¡ R>¡.  (dpV¡$ A¡ sp¡ Ðep„’u 

S> dgi¡.) * Cðf“¡ ‘lp¢Qhp“p kuÑ¡f ‘N’uepAp¡ R>¡, s¡dp„ kp¥’u 

“uQgy„ ‘N’uey„ s¡ âcyD‘f k„‘|Z® rhðpk fpMhp¡ s¡ R>¡. * sdp¡ ‘p¡sp“¡ 

sp¡ kp^“p“p kpNfdp„ a¢L$u S> v$¡Å¡, sdpê„$ ùv$e Cðf“p S> L$us®“dp„ 

Xy$b¡gy„ fpMÅ¡ (k„cpmÅ¡ ùv$e“¡ blpf“u lhp  dpÓ gpNhp’u ‘Z 

s¡ drg“ A“¡ “p‘pL$ ’C S>i¡, ep“¡ S>fp S>¡V$gp¡ ‘Z k„kpfdp„ dp¡l 

D‘S>i¡ sp¡ W$p¡L$f Mpip¡) A“¡ âcy kyM L¡$ vy$:M S>¡ L„$C ‘Z Ap‘¡, s¡dp„ 

sdpê„$ lusS> kdpe¡gy„ kdÆ“¡ Myv$p“p¡ D‘L$pf dp“Å¡ (s¡ dprgL$ apL$p 

L$fph¡, sp¡ s¡dp„ ‘Z s¡“u L©$‘p S> fl¡gu kdÆ g¡Å¡) A“¡ ^¥e® ^pfZ 

L$fÅ¡; A¡“y„ S> “pd kpQp¡ rhðpk R>¡, * rQÑ“¡ ‘rhÓ L$fhp S>¡hu 

L$ëepZ L$pfL$ kp^“p buÆ L$p¡C “’u; L$pfZ L¡$ rQÑS>, tQspdZu“u 

‘¡W¡$, kh® ‘v$p’®“¡ D‘Åh“pfu cyrdL$p R>¡; S>¡“p rhQpfp¡, tQs“ ‘rhÓ 

lp¡e R>¡ s¡“p’u A‘rhÓ q¾$ep b“u iL$su “’u ‘Z rhiyÝ^ (‘rhÓ 

“¡L$u“p„ S> ) L$pep£ ’pe R>¡. ^Þe õ‘usdp“ S>f’p¡õs ‘eN„bf kpl¡b 

d“õ“u“p r‘sp, A“¡ ̂ Þe R>¡ dlrj® Abysp¡fp kpl¡b * v$f¡L$ eyNdp„ s¡ 

s¡ L$pm“p gp¡L$p¡“¡ Mpk D‘ep¡Nu hpsp¡ L$l¡hp“¡ dpV¡$ ‘fd¡ðf “pQuTp¡“¡ 

i[¼s Ap‘¡ R>¡.

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u

bQu Ne¡gu l¡gp¡C“ L¡$ÞX$u hp‘fhp L$fsp lº„ s“¡ S>¡ A‘Z® L$ê„$ Ry>„ s¡ 
h^y fp¡d¡ÞV$uL$ “’u. 

S>¡gf: (ap„ku“p L¡$v$u“¡) ApS>¡ sy„ “¡ ap„ku 
v$¡hpdp„ Aph“pf R>¡, bp¡g spfu R>¡‰u CÃR>p iy„ 
R>¡.
L¡$v$u: lSy>“ ’p¡X$p h^y hfk ky^u Ap vy$r“epdp„ 
Æhhp“u.
***
ap¡““] O„V$X$u fZL$u...
1gp¡ ìe[¼s: lgp¡, fp¡i“u R>¡?
2Å¡ ìe[¼s: “l]..
1gp¡ ìe[¼s: Af¡ sp¡ L¡$ÞX$g kmNph “¡..

- L¡$L$u ‘¡õs“Æ hpX$uep

L $ 
“u 

A¡ 
R>¡? 
R>¡

ep„S
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22 Written in the Stars
d¡j: sp. 21du dpQ®’u 20du A¡râg
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ipqffuL$ bpbs“u A„v$f Mfpbu “’u. buÅ“u CÃR>pAp¡ My$i L$fhp dpV¡$ 
sdpf¡ ’p¡X$u Myipds L$fhu ‘X$i¡. ’p¡X$u dl¡“s L$fhp’u apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡.

Aries:- 21st  March – 20th April (II of Wands & Justice)
Your physical and mental wounds heal and you will also be a position 
to heal others, inspire them and make them feel better about themselves. 
Make some effort to overcome your dif culties.

h©jc: sp. 21du A¡râg’u 20du d¡ 
cpNuv$pfu L¡$ ^„^pL$ue hps L$fhp dpV¡$ AW$hpqX$ey„ kpê„$ S>i¡. S>¡bu L$fip¡ s¡dp„ sd¡ apev$pdp„ 
fl¡ip¡. L$p¡CL$ epv$Npf bpbs b“u S>i¡. S>¡ L$epf c|gu “l] iL$p¡.

Taurus:- 21st April – 20th  May. (V of Wands & VI of Coins) 
If you have an offer for a partnership or business, this is a good time 
to grab it! Deals will work in your favour. You may have vivid dreams 
full of symbols and messages, pay attention!

rd’y“: sp.21d¡’u 20du S|>“
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ eyhp“ ‘p¡sp“u crhóe“u ep¡S>“p b“phhpdp„ kam ’i¡. gh dpV¡$ rhQpf 
L$fip¡. gÁ“ L$f¡g“¡ â¡ddp„ h^pfp¡ L$f¡ s¡hy„ AW$hpqX$ey„ S>i¡. 

Gemini:- 21st May – 20th June. (Temperance & II of Wands)
Young people thinking of career, please visit a Career Guidance 
Councillor for the clearer picture. If you are one of those people getting 
married make sure your wedding is one that closely follows traditional 
rituals.

L$L®$: sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC
Ap AW$hpqX$ey„ dl¡“sdp„ ‘kpf L$fhy„ ‘X$i¡. “p“u hõsybu bsphhpdp„  kfmsp’u “l] dm¡. 
v$f¡L$ bpbsdp„ h^y ‘X$su k„cpm g¡Å¡. rhfp¡^u kp’¡ Nfd ’C S>sp hpf “l] gpN¡.

Cancer :- 21st June – 22nd  July  (II of Coins & IV of Coins) 
The struggle for you is not over yet and getting what you want might 
be tough. Be careful while you are talking or it will all lead to bitter 
arguments.

tkl: 23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô$
Ap AW$hpqX$epd„ b“¡ sp¡ hX$ughN®“u kp’¡ kde ‘kpf L$fÅ¡ s¡’u s¡Ap¡“¡ kpê„$ gpNi¡. 
“p¡L$fu L¡$ cZsf“u A„v$f buÅ“u D‘f rhðpk fpMip¡ “l].

Leo:- 23rd July – 23rd August (II of Cups & Moon) 
One partner may have to spend some time away for a job or 
studying. It is crucial that you stay strong and not let others take 
advantage of you.

L$Þep: 24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du kàV¡$çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ Å¡Md cf¡gp L$pdp¡ k„cpmu“¡ L$fÅ¡. dykpafu“p àgp“ b“phip¡ sp¡ s¡dp„ 
a¡fapf L$fhp¡ ‘X$i¡. L$p¡Cbu bpbs“y„ S>S>d¡ÞV$ Ap‘sp ‘l¡gp M|b S> rhQpfu“¡ kdÄep ‘R>u 
sdpfp¡ r“Z®e Ap‘Å¡.

Virgo:-  24th August – 23rd Sept. (IV of Swords & VIII of Cups) 
Take a risk but be alert while doing so. If you have been planning a 
journey rest assured that it will be an exciting one! And don’t judge 
situations without going to the heart of the matter rst.

sygp: sp. 24du kàV¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ “h®k “l] ’C S>sp. b“¡ sp¡ S>¡ dm¡ s¡“¡ gC g¡Å¡. s¡dp„bu L$p¡Cbu 
hps“u AhNZ“p “l]. fug¡i“iu‘dp„ i„L$p h^u S>i¡. L$p¡Cbu bpbs“u A„v$f ‘pR>p “l] 
afu iL$p¡.

Libra:- 24th Sept. – 22nd October (4 of Cups & 6 of Cups) 
This is no time for you to be feeling depressed! Look around you at the 
opportunities! Face your problems and do not doubt your relationships.

h©ròL$: sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf’u 22du “h¡çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ‘¥kp“y„ fp¡L$pZ L$fsp “l]. fp¡L$pZ dpV¡$ ’p¡X$p kde Dcp flu S>Å¡. 
“pZpL$ue hl¡hpf L$fhp dpV¡$“p kdpQpf dmu“¡ fl¡i¡. kde“u fpl Å¡ Å¡ cg¡ ’p¡X$p¡ kde 
h^y gpN¡ sp¡ ‘Z Dsphm L$fsp “l].

Scorpio:- 23rd October – 22nd  November. (II of Coins & Hanged Man)
Do not invest money this week. Wait for some time. If you have been 
waiting for a call regd some nances or your career, you might just 
have to have some more patience!

^“y: sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ gu^¡gp X$ukuT“ sd¡ bv$gu “l] L$fu iL$p¡. sdpfp ApÐdp“p AhpS>“u 
sd¡ Æs d¡mhu iL$ip¡. L$p¡C ”u“y„ dlÐh h^u S>i¡.

Sagittarius :- 23rd November – 22nd December (Fool & XI of Sword) 
This is the time where you have the strength to take your own decisions. 
Trust your will power and have faith in the women who surround you.

dL$f: sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf ’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ “hu Ap¡mMpZ ’i¡ s¡ Ap¡mMpZ crhóedp„ L$pddp„ Aphi¡. dykpafu“p¡ 
QpÞk dmi¡. Ly$Vy„$buL$ ìe[¼s“p rhQpfp¡ h^y L$fip¡. dykpafu S>ê$f L$fÅ¡.

Capricorn:- 23rd Dec. – 20th Jan. (Ace of Coins & 9 of Coins)
It is a time to leave the past behind and live out a new phase. A new 
start to a relationship, fresh ideas and productivity at work and a 
journey with the family are on the table. Enjoy your week!

Ly„$c: 21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$edp„ S|>“u Ap¡mMpZ L$pddp„ Aphi¡. Mp¡V$p rdÓp¡’u k„cpm g¡Å¡. L$p¡CL$“¡ 
kdÅhhp“u L$p¡rii L$fsp “l]. s¡dp„ kam “l] ’ph. sdpfp d““u hps bsphu “l] iL$p¡.

Aquarius:- 21st Jan. – 19th Feb. (Knight of Wands & II of Cups) 
Try and remove yourself from a past relationship. Do not worry, the 
one ahead will be positive. Rely on time to make you move on. You 
may have trouble expressing what you really feel this week.

du“: 20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ dp’p D‘f L$pd“p¡ bp¡Å¡ fl¡i¡. kpQp¡ fõsp¡ gC iL$ip¡. “hy„ L$fhp“y„ L$p¡C 
QpÞk dmu fl¡i¡. S>hpbv$pfu cf¡gp L$pdp¡ h^y L$fhp ‘X$i¡. s¡dR>sp„ dyíL¡$gudp„ “l] Aphp¡.

Pisces:- 20th February – 20th March (VII of Coins & IV of Cups) 
Work hard to nd the correct new career. You might get promoted, 
but that means you also have to bear the harder work and greater 
responsibility.
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Mutt The Lockhorns

SOLUTION (17-3-2012)
SUDOKU

KFHXO AJ UYLURJ DUJCE XM 

U HXEAGFH XW QOFQK. KUNC 

RXF CNCO KCUOE U VXTC 

UDXFQ   U   WUQKCO-AM-YUL?

Today’s clue: F equals U

H i d d e n 
in this criss-

crossing network of 
passageways is the name 

of the well-known community 
personality shown in the picture. 

Select a starting letter and trace this 
name with a continuous line. At no time 

may any letter or passage be re-used.

SUDOKU SNEAKY CHEAKY
One letter stands for another in this 
substitution game. Replace it and 

saying of the week! 

SOLUTION (17-3-2012)

NINA GODIWALLA

in person

  E D G 

 N A B H O 

 I N  L A 

 P A I H A

  L K V 

Sneaky Cheeky
SOLUTION (17-3-2012)

I don’t know how to put 
on a helmet - the whole 
idea goes right over my 

head.

4 8 3 9 2 7 6 5 1
6 2 9 1 5 4 8 3 7
1 7 5 3 8 6 2 9 4
7 9 1 6 3 8 4 2 5
3 6 2 4 9 5 7 1 8
5 4 8 7 1 2 9 6 3
9 5 6 8 7 1 3 4 2
8 1 4 2 6 3 5 7 9
2 3 7 5 4 9 1 8 6

3 5 8 1 2 6 4 7 9
1 7 2 5 9 4 6 3 8
4 9 6 3 7 8 2 5 1
8 3 4 9 1 7 5 6 2
5 6 7 8 3 2 1 9 4
9 2 1 6 4 5 3 8 7
6 1 5 2 8 9 7 4 3
2 4 9 7 5 3 8 1 6
7 8 3 4 6 1 9 2 5

THAT WHICH 

COSTS LITTLE 

IS VALUED 

LESS !!! – 

THINK ABOUT 

IT….
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P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK
How much knowledge of the Dokhma System do you really have? Do you agree /

disagree with it and do you think you are knowledgeable enough to have an opinion?

Parsi Times chats with Community Members and asks for their unbiased take on important 
Community issues. We are proud to feature our unedited minds. Maybe their voices can be heard!

Hey there! Register your voice on contribute@parsi-times.com Just mail in your name,  age and contact number. 
Our questions can range from the serious to the sensational. Let us join hands in making a voice  today for our tomorrow!

Young 
& Free

Old n 
Wise

Farida Antia, 65 years, Hyderabad
I had taken part in Dokhmanish back in the year 1971-72. I had refered to a 
lot of books regarding the Dokhma. So I feel I have the proper knowledge 
about our Dokhma system and I have the highest regards for it. The Priests 
can make people aware of our Dokhma System or there are many sensible 
books on the Dokhma which give enough information on it.

Ardaviraf Mogal, 58 years, Godrej Baug
Not much knowledge about it. I know that there is a different Agiary where 
the prayers are performed and the body is then put into a well. The well is 
basically a walled structure. There are different places to put the big bodies 
and small bodies. I have heard that the body is surrounded by coal so that 
it absorbs the blood from the body and doesn’t allow the blood to touch the 
ground. The bodies were rst eaten by vultures, but now it’s a complete solar 
system through which the rays of the sun fall directly on the body and it 
gets vanished in 20 minutes. I feel both the ways are apt. Many people do 
not have the knowledge about our Dokhma system. I feel the best way to 
know about it or to make people aware of it is through our old members in 
the house. They are the ones who surely have the correct knowledge and 
through them, it can pass to the other generations. Religious books and High 
Priests should also part knowledge about it.

Delzad Bajan, 17 years, Godrej Baug
I know what goes on there but don’t have any detailed knowledge about it. 
Being a part of the Community I do feel the need to know what happens in 
the Dokhma System. I think people who work there are the right people to tell 
us what exactly happens. We have some rights to know what happens to our 
own family members after they are dead. Community newspapers should do 
the needful.

Delaveen Tarapore, 18 years , Contractor Bldg.
I don’t have much knowledge about it but basically I think it is a place where 
we put the dead body after nal prayers. I really need more knowledge about 
this. I feel that the Community papers which circulate in all the Parsi colonies 
should part knowledge about the Dokhma system.

Binaisha Tampal, 17 years, Dadar Parsi Colony
I have learned that after the person is dead, the vultures eat the body. I can’t 
have an opinion because I know very little about it. Reading religious books 
will help us to know more about our Dokhma system. The Priests of our 
Community should also give us the knowledge about it.

Kashmira Doctor, 16 years
I have zero knowledge about it. But I really want to know everything in detail. 
I am sure my parents would know a little about it but I feel the best person to 
know from is Mr. Khojeste Mistry. I would love it if he enlightens us about it.

Behnaz Mogrelia, 18 years, Ness Baug
I have never seen deaths in my family except for my grandfather’s. The body 
is taken to one of the banglis and prayers are performed and it is then taken 
to the well. That’s all I know. There is de nitely much more to it. I personally 
do not blame anyone for me not knowing about it. It’s not like no one knows 
about it, but I never felt the need to ask anyone about the Dokhma system. I 
always had this question in mind whether why the dead in our Community 
aren’t burnt or buried? And my mom always said that we worship Fire and 
that Fire and Earth are a part of our Seven Amesha Spentas. I know that the 
dead bodies are eaten by vultures and I feel it is a good way to give back to 
nature what we have taken from it. Vultures have now become less in count. 
So we have to change with time. 

Yaazdan Katrak, 21 years, Dadar Parsi Colony
Quite okay-ish..... Not much!! I agree quite a lot being history but not 
completely. The knowledge I have isn’t enough to have an opinion. Books or 
a class teaching today’s youth of different ages would help.

Sanaya Chichgar, 40 years, Godrej Baug
I have quite a bit knowledge about it. I have read many books on it. I totally 
agree with what I know about it. I feel the Priests who are learned with our 
scriptures can give the Community people the proper knowledge regarding 
the Dokhma system.

Sharmeen Vazifdar, 16 years, Bandra
I have a fair amount of knowledge about the Dokhma system. I agree with it 
because it’s a system which is centuries old and a way in which one can give 
back to nature what we have got from it. I believe it is the responsibility of the 
Priests of our religion to impart more knowledge about it.

Gulu Bhathena, 52 years, Pune. 
I don’t know much about the Dokhma System. During my father’s prayers, 
one of the Dasturji had explained me a little about our Dokhma System. I feel 
it would be one of the Dasturjis who work and perform prayers there to give 
us knowledge about the Dokhma. 

Bakhtawar Besania, 55 years, Godrej Baug
I only know that we are not buried, we are kept in a well-like structure. If 
the body is heavy, then 6 khandias lift it and if it’s light then 4 khandias lift 
it. Earlier, the bodies were eaten by vultures. It’s now due to the extinct of 
vultures that a solar type system has been practiced there. I am a resident of 
the colony right adjacent to the Dokhma. Often a problem of dirty smell is 
witnessed. So whatever the system of the Dokhma is, I feel that it should be 
an appropriate one and should not create problems for the people residing in 
its surrounding. The knowledge I have is for sure not adequate. I would like 
to know more about it. I feel the High Priests and the people who work there 
could give us an in-depth knowledge about our Dokhma system.


